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February 17,2015 

Rosemary Chiavetta, Secretary 
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission 
Commonwealth Keystone Building 
400 North Street 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120 

Dear Ms. Chiavetta: 

The Electronic Data Exchange Working Group ("EDEWG") submits the proposals of its Web Portal 
Working Group to the Commission herein, in response to the Commission's Smart Meter Procurement 
and Installation Implementation Order issued December 5, 2012 (Docket No. M-2009-2092655. 

The WPWG's charter was to develop standards for a secure web portal solution that would permit third 
parties such as EGSs and CSPs to acquire both historical interval usage and billing quality interval data 
within 48 hours of daily meter reads. On April 17, 2014, the Commission via Secretarial Letter granted 
EDEWG's request to file all proposed standards by March 1, 2015. This submittal represents that filing. 

The enclosed "Solution Framework", approved by EDEWG on February 5, includes the following: 
• Consensus minimally required standards for the required secure web portals, including an 

associated downloadable file formal in Appendix A. 
• Considerations for "system-to-system" solutions (Appendix B), based upon stakeholder interest. 
• Positions regarding whether the enclosed "System-to-System Considerations" are expected to be 

mandatory components of EDC implementation plans (Appendix C). 

EDEWG Leadership respeclfully requests Ihe Commission to lake the following actions: 
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1. 
2. 

3. 

Review and approve the enclosed Solution Framework. 
Provide guidance to EDCs with respect to regulatory process, implementation timing, and overall 
expectations regarding incorporation of web portal construction into EDC smart meter 
implementation plans. 
Resolve non-consensus in Appendix C by addressing whether "System-to-System 
Considerations" must immediately be mandatory components of implementation plans. 

EDEWG thanks the Commission in advance for its review and support of these standards. 

Sincerdy, 

Cndstine wgufy 
Christine Hughey 
EDEWG EGS Co-chair 
Constellation (An Exelon Company) 

Susan Scheet 
Susan Scheetz 
EDEWG EDC Co-chair 
PPL Electric Utilities 

BrandetfTj}. Siegel 
Brandon S. Siegel 
EDEWG Change Control Manager 
Intelometry 
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Executive Summarv 

This document contains the deliverables required of EDEWG's Web Portal Working Group 
(WPWG) and is based on the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission's (PaPUC's) December 5, 
2012 Order and subsequent meetings held by the WPWG through January 2015. It captures all 
finalized standard implementation guidelines, including related decisions, assumptions, and 
open questions ofthe WPWG relative to said standards. 

This document consists of the following: 

WPWG Charter Overview - Summarizes the mandate, scope, and guiding principles that 
shape the proposals to follow. 

Secure Web Portal Standards - Outlines related standards, decisions and assumptions 
regarding the required secure web portal. 

APPENDIX A: Secure Web Portal, Downloadable Usage File Format (CSV) - Provides 
templates for the common CSV file format that all EDCs must support within their web 
portals as part of the web portal framework. This addresses both account-level and 
meter-level data. 

APPENDIX B: System-to-System Considerations - Includes recommendations intended 
to promote commonality among any such solutions pursued, to the extent possible. 

APPENDIX C: Non-Consensus on System-to-System Disposition - Details background 
and positions regarding one item for which WPWG could not reach consensus, 
specifically whether the System-To-System Considerations should be considered as 
mandatory or optional components of pending EDC implementation plans. 
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WPWG Charter Overview 

NOTE: The full WPWG Charter is posted to the PUCs EDEWG website, 
httD://www.Duc.pa.Qov/utilitv industrv/electricity/edewg files for downloading.aspx. 

The PaPUC required EDEWG to develop a standardized solution for the acquisition of 
historical interval usage and billing quality interval usage data via a secure web-portal, as 
specifically directed and detailed within the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission's 
(PaPUC's) Smart Meter Procurement and Installation Order entered December 6 l h 2012 at 
Docket M-2009-2092655. The PaPUC also required EDCs to incorporate the resulting 
standards within each of their respective smart meter technology and implementation plans. 
The PaPUC mandated completion (not implementation) of all standards by March 1, 2014 
and March 1, 2015 respectively. 

The Web Portal Working Group's primary task has been to formulate, but not implement, a 
standardized design, format, and interface for the sharing of smart meter data. This task 
has included, but not been limited to, decisions on the following: 

© Type of web host, including minimum security protocols 
• Method(s) of access for users 
• Specific customer information available 
• Methods and formats for the export of information 
© Potential methods and limitations on batching data for delivery to electric 

generation suppliers (EGSs) or authorized parties 
© Methods for customer privacy protection consistent with existing 

Commission rules and regulations. 

The web portal is intended for licensed EGSs and customer-authorized third parties. The 
PaPUC has not directed that this web portal usurp existing or potentially future EDC online 
customer communication platforms. 

The WPWG leveraged appropriate national standards in the development of these standards 
where applicable and appropriate. 

The WPWG's intent within this Solution Framework is to define the minimal standards for 
the chosen portal framework required by the market participants. Any related items not 
specifically addressed by these standards are at the discretion of the individual EDCs. 

In an effort to focus on the specific deliverables required, the WPWG initially discussed 
three available options for the overall request-response portal framework: 

I. Single User - Single Request (SU-SR). A user-based platform allowing for an 
authorized user to manually log into the portal, request, and receive data for one 
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individual account at time via the portal's user interface. The results could be 
rendered within the web portal interface itself or exported to the user in a 
predefined file format. 

II. Single User - Multiple Requests (SU-MR). Similar to above, except that the 
authorized user logging into the portal may submit and receive data for more 
than one account number as part of a single request. 

III. System-to-System (StS) - Initially conceived as a platform allowing an authorized 
user's IT systems to communicate directly with the web portal system ofthe EDC 
without requiring a user tb manually log into the web portal itself and leverage 
the user interface. (For instance, this could involve the use of File Transfer 
Protocol, aka "FTP", or web services to transmit and satisfy requests.) 

During initial meetings, the WPWG agreed to focus on the SU-MR framework (Option II 
above) as the minimum required standard on which the required deliverables should focus. 
During January 2014 WPWG meetings, several market participants voiced concerns 
regarding this approach and indicated a long-term preference for implementation of the 
"StS" framework (Option 3). Following attempts over the next several months to develop 
standards that could potentially satisfy both approaches, the WPWG agreed to re-focus the 
main body of this Solution Framework and the associated technical standards on the secure 
web portal and as such on the standards required to support the SU-MR framework (Option 
2). This change was made so as to focus on the tasks necessary to meet the minimum 
requirements ofthe PaPUC order. 

Please review Appendix Cfor an explanation of the currently opposed positions regarding 
the disposition of System-To-System Considerations as either mandatory or optional 
components within pending EDC implementation plans. 

The WPWG also agreed that this document should address both of the required standards, 
the March 2014 standard on historical interval usage (most recent 12 months of billed data) 
as well as the March 2015 standard for bill quality usage available within 48 hours of the 
read. However, in contrast to the original WPWG charter, this deliverable will prescribe 
minimally required standards but NOT a single "standardized" solution. The WPWG 
believes that the efficiencies and avoidance of complexities realized by this course of action 
are justified in order to meet the overall intended goal of the PaPUC. The PaPUC approved 
this change in approach at the request of EDEWG Leadership via Secretarial Letter dated 
April 17, 2014. 

Proposed changes to any of the standards contained in the pages that follow require 
EDEWG review and approval via pre-existing formalized EDEWG change control procedures. 
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Secure Web Portal Standards 

The Web Portal solution standards can be broken down into the processes needing support: 

2.1. Certification, Access, and Customer Privacy 
2.2. Data Request 
2.3. Data Response 
2.4. Security and Technical 
2.5. Tracking and Reporting 
2.6. EDEWG Leadership Responsibilities 

2.1. Certification, Access, and Customer Privacy 

2.1.1. Determination of portal user eligibility 
a. Each request will be logged into a unique Web Portal for each EDC. 
b. The WPWG Charter indicates that the portal is "primarily intended for licensed 

EGSs and customer-authorized third parties". 
c. In subsequent WPWG discussions, the WPWG agreed on the following: 

i. Entities licensed by the PUC as an EGS are eligible to access the web-
portal. (Licensee status is available on the PaPUC's website at 
http://www.puc.state.pa.us/consumer info/electricity/suppliers list.aspx.) 

1. These include EGSs themselves, Conservation Service Providers 
(considered by PaPUC as "CSPs"), and demand response / load 
management providers (also known as Curtailment Service 
Providers, considered by PJM as "CSPs"). (Other third parties not 
considered PUC-licensed entities in this regard include but are not 
limited to researchers, public agencies with subpoenas, PaPUC-
licensed Natural Gas Suppliers (NGSs), customers themselves, and 
other customer-authorized entities.) 

2. Market participants voiced a concern on the 1/22/14 call that 
CSPs (in both senses) should be accommodated without having to 
register as licensed EGSs, on the basis that a CSP does not need or 
want to adhere to such requirements. 

a. Consultation with the PaPUC revealed the following about 
Conservation Service Providers based on information 
provided via e-mail by Jeffrey McCracken of PaPUC staff on 
February 18, 2014: 

i. Regarding regulations that protect customer 
information from being misused: 

1. The PUC has the authority to penalize EGSs 
for fraudulent operations. 
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2. CSPs contracted with EDCs for Act 129 work 
are governed by PaPUC regulations over the 
EDC and the principal/agent relationship 
between the EDC and CSP. 

3. The PaPUC does not currently require EGS 
licensure of CSPs. (CSPs do register with the 
PaPUC, and the PaPUC maintains a CSP 
registry.) 

ii. The PaPUC provides bonding reductions for 
brokers/marketers. It is possible that PaPUC Staff 
would consider an even further reduction for CSPs 
interested in gathering information from EDCs and 
consequently seek EGS licensure, 

b. Based on the above, given that the PUCs enforcement 
relative to customer data protection is under the umbrella 
of an EGS license, the WPWG recommends that CSPs 
(either Curtailment or Conservation) desiring to access the 
web portals addressed by this framework either be 
provided access as agents of an existing EGS OR_be 
licensed as EGSs themselves as a prerequisite to receiving 
access. 

ii. Unlicensed subcontractors or agents of licensed EGSs, such as Electronic 
Data Interchange (EDI) and billing providers, are eligible to receive access 
to the web portal on behalf of licensees that they represent, but their use 
must be directly associated with those licensees under the assumption 
that users are only accessing the portal in support of service to a specific 
licensed entity. For example, a provider obtaining usage for an account 
on behalf of fictitious supplier "ABC Energy" must be logged in such that 
the "ABC Energy" licensee is associated with and held accountable for 
associated use of the portal by that provider on ABC Energy's behalf. 
(This is covered in more detail in Section 2.5, Tracking and Reporting.) 

iii. The capability for other 3 r d parties (entities not licensed by the PaPUC as 
EGSs) to access this information is outside the scope of the WPWG effort. 
Such entities are IMOT eligible for access to the web portal and must 
obtain customer data via other means. 

1. Alternative means of obtaining customer data include contacting 
the customer directly or - at the discretion of the EDC -
submitting requests to the EDC accompanied by proper Letters Of 
Authorization, or "LOAs" (i.e. Duquesne's current process). 

2. EDCs will encourage customers to leverage separate and, in some 
cases, pre-existing customer-facing interfaces, many of which are 
self-service and designed specifically for customers. 

2.1.2. Access Management 
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a. An EGS interested in serving customers of a specific EDC must follow that EDCs 
trading partner certification process. Part of certification includes verifying the 
licensing status of the EGS. As such, EDCs should provide access to the web 
portal for said EGS after verifying that the EGS is PaPUC-licensed. (Completion of 
EDI certification testing is not a prerequisite.) 

b. 3 r d parties that require Web Portal access but not full certification or treatment 
as an EDI-capable trading partner will have to submit a request to that EDC 
directly for web portal access. (The EDC must verify that the party is PaPUC-
licensed as an EGS or broker/marketer prior to granting access.) 

c. The minimal requirement is for individual-level credentials, meaning one unique 
user ID per individual per PaPUC-licensed EGS entity. 

i. Each use of the portal is directly associated with exactly one PaPUC-
licensed entity. 

ii. EDCs will associate a unique user ID with an entity's name and DUNS+4 
number(s). (The user ID cannot be the user's e-mail address.) 

NOTE: The WPWG previously accepted such on implementation 
based on the current workings of PPL Electric Utilities' pre-existing 
supplier portal. However, WPWG members have expressed o 
preference for EDCs to implement user IDs at the organizational 
level where possible, meaning one user ID per user regardless of 
the number of DUNS+4 entities associated with that user. EDCs 
other than PPL must therefore evaluate the feasibility and cost-
effectiveness of this option when designing their portals but may 
elect not to implement in this manner based on the results of said 
evaluation. 

iii. Each user ID must be associated with a non-public e-mail address directly 
associated with either the licensed entity itself or the associated 
subcontractor/agent. (Examples of forbidden public e-mail addresses 
include but are not limited to Gmail, Yahoo, Hotmail, and AOL) 

iv. Users within unlicensed subcontractor/agent organizations that support 
multiple PaPUC-licensed EGS entities are subject to the following: 

1. Each user must receive unique user IDs for each PaPUC-licensed 
DUNS+4 numbers supported, as deemed appropriate by the 
associated entities themselves on a case-by-case basis. 

2. For each use, the user is responsible for accessing the portal with 
the user ID associated with the licensed DUNS+4 numbers that 
their portal usage supports. All activity under that user ID must be 
in support of the associated licensed entity's DUNS+4 number, 
since the PaPUC will hold the licensed entity responsible for the 
user's actions. 

v. The EDC cannot and therefore will not attempt to detect whether an 
individual user is accessing the portal with the appropriate user ID. 
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d. The EDC must publish and communicate availability of a user guide for all portal 
users which covers the following: 

i. Functional use of the solution 
ii. Any EDC-specific administrative or security conditions more stringent 

than the standards published in this document 
e. The EDC must maintain, re-publish, and re-communicate the availability of the 

user guide as changes occur 
f. The EDC will designate at least two "administrators" for each PaPUC-licensed 

entity's DUNS+4 number as specified by that entity. (If applicable, the same 
administrators may be responsible for administration on all of that entity's 
DUNS+4 numbers.) The administrators are responsible for the following: 

i. Authorizing and communicating requests for the EDC grant portal access 
to users (includes both new users and previously terminated users). The 
EDC may only honor requests sent directly by an administrator. 

ii. Promoting awareness and review of the EDC user guide to all authorized 
users within their organizations. 

iii. Maintaining attributes of existing portal credentials. 
iv. Terminating/revoking access of existing portal credentials. 
v. On a quarterly basis, reviewing and attesting to appropriateness of access 

for all users associated with that specific licensed entity. (In the absence 
of timely attestation, the EDC has the right to revoke access for all users 
associated with a specific entity, including administrators.) 

g. The EDC is responsible for the following: 
i. Upon request from ONLY the entity's identified administrators, granting 

access to new users as well as to users whose access was 
terminated/revoked - assuming that the e-mail address associated with 
the user is a non-public address,. 

ii. Driving the quarterly review process required of licensed entities via 
reminder communications. 

iii. Revoking access for all users associated with a particular entity if the 
administrators for that entity fail to complete the quarterly review{s) in a 
timely manner. 

iv. Performing and attesting to completion of its own quarterly review with 
regard to EDC user access. 

h. The PaPUC will audit and if necessary pursue licensee organizations, not 
individuals. 

2.1.3. Customer Privacy 
a. Prior PaPUC regulatory mandates require that the EDC make this data available 

to EGSs and place the burden of customer authorization on licensed EGSs and 
their agents, who are subject to PUC audit for the same. 
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b. The Web Portal will adhere to the privacy standards mandated by the PaPUC 
regardless of the customer's preference for release of information on file with 
the EDC. 

2.2. Data Request 

Once an EDC has granted a requestor access to the Web Portal, the requestor will be able to 
initiate requests for the available data via an online, user-driven process. 

For the initial phase of implementation, each EDC will minimally provide data at the 
ACCOUNT level. Given the PaPUC requirements in the Order for meter-level data, each EDC 
will work toward providing data at the METER level in a subsequent phase of 
implementation after the initial phase of its solution matures. 

2.2.1. At a minimum, the EDC must satisfy requests for usage data at the ACCOUNT level. 
(Providing METER-level data is optional.) 

2.2.2. The same eligibility rules leveraged in providing historical usage in response to EDI-
based requests apply when providing usage via the portal. (Example: PECO does 
not honor EDI-based historical usage requests on finalled accounts.) 

2.2.3. An EGS may request account-level information for at least ten (10) customer 
accounts at a given time. 

2.2.4. An EGS may request meter-level information for one (1) customer account at a given 
time. 

2.2.5. The EDC web portal must be able to accommodate such a request by providing the 
requested usage data simultaneously in the required format. 

2.2.6. Above the minimal standard of 10 accounts, EDCs reserve the right to cap the 
maximum number of account numbers requested simultaneously at their discretion. 

2.2.7. The web portal will require the EGS to provide only the EDC account number in the 
request. 

2.2.8. The EDC web portal may either permit EGSs to either directly enter the account 
number(s) into the portal, allow the EGS to upload an Excel spreadsheet listing the 
account numbers for which information is requested^ or both. 

2.2.9. Each EDC will have the ability to design its own User Interface (Ul) for the web portal. 
2.2.10. This solution will not support a 'subscription service'. 

2.3 Data Response 

Upon receipt of a Request, each EDC will respond with the associated data for each account 
number requested. 

2.3.1. The Response process begins once a valid Request has been submitted. 
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2.3.2. The EDC may reject all or part of a request (meaning all or only selected account 
numbers) and must provide a descriptive rejection reason. 
a. The EDC may reject individual account numbers within a given request based on 

errors unique to the specific account numbers requested (for instance, invalid or 
ineligible account numbers, not an interval-metered account, interval data 
unavailable/missing, etc.). 

b. The minimum standard will be to replicate the EDI reject reason. Follow-up 
questions on reject reasons will be supported by pre-existing EDC supplier 
support processes. 

2.3.3. For each account number requested at the account level where the EDC has data 
available, the EDC must render the following information online for each account: 

a. EDC account number 
b. Start and end dates for each billing period listed. 
c. A minimum of the 12 most recent billed periods of account-level monthly 

summary usage, aka consumption or kWh. (NOTE: 12 moths may not be 
available, in which case the portal will return data for the available number 
of months.) 

d. A minimum of the 12 most recent billed periods of account-level monthly 
demand, aka kW (both measured/registered and calculated/billed; Also, see 
note above regarding 12 months not necessarily being available - also 
applies here) 

e. Quantity Qualifiers for both summary usage and registered demand 
(designates actual vs. estimate and load vs. generation) 

f. All account-level or rate-level (varies by EDC) data elements provided in the 
Scheduling Determinant (FG) loop of the EDC's EDI historical usage 
transactions. This includes but may not be limited to Peak Load Contribution 
(current and future if known), Network Service Peak Load (current and future 
if known), bill group/cycle, rate class, rate subclass, and load profile. 

2.3.4. For each account number requested at the meter level where the EDC has data 
available, the EDC must render the following information online for each meter: 

a. EDC account number 
b. Meter number 
c. A minimum of the 12 most recent billed periods of meter-level monthly 

summary usage, aka consumption or kWh (NOTE: 12 moths may not be 
available, in which case the portal will return data for the available number 
of months.) 

d. A minimum of the 12 most recent billed periods of meter-level monthly 
demand, aka kW (both measured/registered and calculated/billed; Also, see 
note above regarding 12 months not necessarily being available - also 
applies here) 

e. Start and end dates for each billing period listed. 
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2.3.5. The EDC must provide the capability for the portal user to download the required 
data elements for each ofthe requested account numbers in the common comma-
delimited CSV format included in Appendix A of this document. 

a. For account-level requestŝ  the portal must provide the capability for the 
user to download one file per account requested. 

b. For meter-level requests, the portal must provide the capability for the user 
to download one file per meter on a requested account.. 

2.3.6. Historical summary and interval usage data shared that pertains to the standard 
originally required by March of 2014 must be billed data, defined as data from a 
billing cycle for which the EDC has already billed the customer. 

a. This data is subject to change in the event that the EDC cancels and rebills 
those periods. 

b. Only the most recent version of billed data will be available in the portal. 
2.3.7. Data within 48 hours of the read must be "bill-quality", defined as "data that is 

sourced from an EDC's meter data management system that has completed the 
process of being verified, estimated, and edited" as cited from Page 16 ofthe PaPUC 
Final Order. This means that the EDC has not necessarily billed the associated period 
yet. 

2.3.8. Only the most recent version of usage data will be available in the portal. 
2.3.9. All timestamps presented in the portal should be presented in 24-hour Eastern Time. 
2.3.10. All intervals must be presented in hour-ending format. 

NOTE: The solution assumes that all EDCs bill a 24-hour period of usage on a 
midnight-to-midnight basis. 

2.3.11. Each element listed is defined identically to the manner in which it is defined in the 
Pennsylvania Electronic Data Exchange Working Group (EDEWG) EDI 
Implementation Guides. Considering the PUC Order states that Meter Level should 
be provided, the EDCs proposed that the first implementation will delivery Account 
level, and each EDC will work toward providing Meter level as the market matures. 

2.3.12. Data elements available to users in the downloadable file format for accepted 
account-level requests must include the following: 

a. Customer identifier (varies by EDC; Account number is an example) 
b. Customer name 
c. Report title (Account-Level Usage or Meter-Level Usage) 
d. EDC name 
e. Usage start and end dates (encompass all data provided in report) 
f. Peak Load Contribution, kWh (PLC, also known as "capacity obligation) -

Current and, if known, future 
g. Network Service Peak Load, kWh (NSPL, also known as "transmission 

obligation") - Current and, if known, future 
h. Rate Class 
i. Rate Subclass (if applicable for EDC; Otherwise, leave blank) 

j . Bill Cycle 
k. Load Profile 
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I. Special Meter Configuration (currently indicates net metered status) 
m. A minimum of the 12 most recent billed periods of account-level monthly 

summary usage, aka consumption or kWh, with the most recent data first 
(NOTE: 12 months may not be available, in which case the portal will return 
data for the available number of months) 

n. A minimum of the 12 most recent billed periods of account-level monthly 
demand, aka kW, with the most recent data first (both measured/registered 
and calculated/; Also see note above regarding 12 months not necessarily 
being available - also applies here) 

0. Detailed account-level interval usage data, aka consumption or kWh, with 
the most recent data first, spanning the 12 most recent billed periods as well 
as bill-quality interval data available within 48 hours of the read that the EDC 
has not yet billed (See note above regarding 12 months of billed data not 
necessarily being available - also applies here) 

p. Quantity Qualifiers for summary usage, summary registered demand, and 
detailed interval usage (designates actual vs, estimate and load vs. 
generation as well as unavailability of a specific interval) 

q. Quality Indicator (populated with "VEE" if the EDC has not yet billed this 
data) 

2.3.13. Data elements available to users in the downloadable file format for accepted 
meter-level requests must include the following: 

a. Customer identifier (varies by EDC; Account number is an example) 
b. Customer name 
c. Report title (Account-Level Usage or Meter-Level Usage) 
d. EDC name 
e. Premise (corresponds to a specific physical location) 
f. Service Point (corresponds to a specific electric service) 
g. Meter Number 
h. Meter Manufacturer (name) 
1. Meter Multiplier 
j . Usage start and end dates (encompass all data provided in report) 
k. Peak Load Contribution, kWh (PLC, also known as "capacity obligation) -

Current and, if known, future 
I. Network Service Peak Load, kWh (NSPL, also known as "transmission 

obligation") - Current and, if known, future 
m. Rate Class 
n. Rate Subclass (if applicable for EDC; Otherwise, leave blank) 
o. Bill Cycle 
p. Load Profile 
q. Special Meter Configuration (currently indicates net metered status) 
r. A minimum of the 12 most recent billed periods of meter-level monthly 

summary usage, aka consumption or kWh, with the most recent data first 
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(NOTE: 12 months may not be available, in which case the portal will return 
data for the available number of months) 

s. A minimum of the 12 most recent billed periods of meter-level monthly 
demand, aka kW, with the most recent data first (both measured/registered 
and calculated/; Also see note above regarding 12 months not necessarily 
being available - also applies here) 

t. Detailed meter-level interval usage data, aka consumption or kWh, with the 
most recent data first, spanning the 12 most recent billed periods as well as 
bill-quality interval data available within 48 hours of the read that the EDC 
has not yet billed (See note above regarding 12 months of billed data not 
necessarily being available - also applies here) 

u. Quantity Qualifiers for summary usage, summary registered demand, and 
detailed interval usage (designates actual vs. estimate and load vs. 
generation as well as unavailability of a specific interval) 

v. Quality Indicator (populated with "VEE" if the EDC has not yet billed this 
data) 

2.3.14. The downloadable files must accommodate Fall Daylight Savings Time data via 
adding data between hour-ending intervals 3 and 4 on the appropriate date. 

2.3.15. The downloadable files must accommodate Spring Daylight Savings Time in hour-
ending interval 3 via blank values on the appropriate date. 

2.3.16. Precision of usage values will be dictated by the degree of precision available from 
each EDC's AMI network. This solution will not dictate usage precision standards. 

2.3.17. On-peak and off-peak characteristics of usage and demand are not necessary to 
include in the web portal, as these elements are typically tied to EDC tariffs. EGSs 
may calculate such components at their own discretion. 

2.3.18. The EDC will respond to each request in "near real time". 

2.4 Security and Technical 

Customer data must be delivered with the highest integrity and privacy. The Security 
standards cover the standards, tools, and policies that will be considered for the exchange 
of this data. 

Several of these standards are varied adaptations of the Guidelines for Smart Grid 
Cybersecurity published by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, or NIST. 
(NIST also refers to these guidelines as Interagency Report 7628, or NISTIR 7628.) 

NOTE: EDC policies and procedures, including but not limited to those governing 
information security and configuration management, may be more stringent than the 
standards identified in this section, in the event of contradictions between these standards 
and EDC policies and procedures, the more restrictive of the two shall govern. 
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2.4.1. No data governed within the scope of these standards will be publicly accessible. 
a. Valid user login to an EDC's secure web portal is required to access all related 

data. 
b. All other access must be denied. 
c. The user must log on each and every time they access the portal. (Any capability 

designed to "remember" the user should not preclude user logon.) 
2.4.2. At a minimum, EDC portal solutions must be compatible with the two most recent 

major versions of Microsoft's Internet Explorer web browser. 
2.4.3. Each EDC's portal solution requires the use of a non-self-signed SSL certificate issued 

by a Microsoft-trusted authority for governance of secure user connections via 
HTTPS, both before and after user authentication at logon. 

2.4.4. When a user attempts to log into the web portal, the portal must mask the user's 
password as the user enters it. 

2.4.5. Immediately following successful user authentication and login, the portal must 
provide the following to the user: 
a. Details of user's last login (date/time) 
b. Applicable EDC's legal disclaimers, terms, and conditions as applicable (scope of 

which is based on EDC information security policies and PaPUC privacy 
regulations) 

c. Capability for user logged on to affirmatively agree to EDC terms and conditions 
presented, as a prerequisite to accessing usage data 

2.4.6. The web portal will limit users to one concurrent session per credential. 
2.4.7. The portal will lock out a user's portal credential and prevent access if that user fails 

to successfully login with the same credential five times within a 30-minute period. 
2.4.8. The portal will enforce a session timeout and lock a user's portal session when that 

user has been inactive for 30 consecutive minutes. The user must be required to re-
login to the portal to continue. 

2.4.9. Regarding the practice of "screen-scraping": 
a. Portal users must not scrape billed usage data from portal screens. This data is 

available to licensed EGSs via Pennsylvania's approved statewide standard of EDI. 
b. EDCs must not implement measures specifically designed to prevent screen-

scraping. However, as a mitigating practice if necessary to limit the impact of 
screen scraping on portal performance, EDCs have the right to implement a daily 
cap (maximum) number of account numbers for which usage is requested per 
user ID. 

2.4.10. The EDC must notify portal users of any planned changes no later than two weeks 
prior to the planned implementation of those changes. (NOTE: This does not apply 
to implementation of added functionality that would have no impact on existing 
portal functions.) 

2.4.11. If an EDC's secure web portal experiences either technical problems or a 
cybersecurity incident (as defined by EDC information security procedures) which 
substantially disrupt portal operations OR increase the risk of compromising portal 
information (inadvertently allowing unauthorized users access to either customer 
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usage data or user credentials), then the EDC must immediately perform the 
following: 

a. Deny all new attempts to access the portal by default, gracefully indicating to 
users attempting to log on that the portal is temporarily unavailable. 

b. Immediately terminate all active user sessions such that users already logged in 
can no longer access the data without re-logging into the portal. 

c. Communicate status to portal users and stakeholders as appropriate given the 
nature o f t he issue or incident. 

i. Avoid disclosing restricted details that could aid cybersecurity attackers. 
ii. Consider EDEWG Leadership and PaPUC liaisons to EDEWG as impacted 

stakeholders. 

d. Leave the above restrictions in place until deeming that the issue has been 
resolved and that any associated risk has been sufficiently mitigated. (This will 
vary based on several factors, potentially including but not limited to 
identification of the source of the issue and the degree to which any collateral 
damage has been contained.) 

e. This standard does not supersede pre-existing EDC cybersecurity incident 
response plans. EDCs will always execute their own plans and rely on their own 
definitions with regard to cybersecurity incidents. 

2.4.12. Error handling within the portal for all technical / internal system errors 
encountered (as opposed to rejected usage requests for an account) must not reveal 
more to the portal user than a simple error code and a "graceful" error message 
indicating next steps. 

2.4.13. EDC portal solutions may only leverage Javascript-based active content (embedded 
software components triggering actions automatically) and mobile code (code that a 
web browser must process, typically triggered by active content). EDCs should 
refrain from using other similar technologies including but not limited to ActiveX 
controls, Flash, and VBScript within their portal solutions. 

2.5 Tracking and Reporting 

NOTE: The PA WPWG is not owore of any specific PaPUC reporting requirements relative to 

portal use and therefore assumes that the following standards would support any necessary 

ad hoc reporting for either EDCs or market participants on portal use and administration. 

2.5.1. The EDC must track the following portal-related event information on a per-user 

basis: 

a. User changes (user ID, associated entity, last updated date/t ime, 

add/update/terminate) 

b. User login attempts (user ID entered, login attempt date/t ime, 

successful/failed) 
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c. Accounts queried (user ID, associated entity, EDC account number requested, 
date/time, yes/no for data provided, account-level/meter-level if "yes", 
reason for rejection if "no") 

d. Quarterly review status of licensed entities (user ID, attestation date/time) 
2.5.2. The portal must perform all logging on the server-side. 
2.5.3. The portal may only leverage cookies on the client-side if cookies are necessary for 

the purposes of session management and/or personalization. 
2.5.4. The portal must retain all ofthe above portal-related event information for a period 

of at least three years. 
2.5.5. Each EDC's portal must provide the capability for users associated with each licensed 

entity to query and download any of the above portal-related event information 
within a specified date range for one or more users associated with that specific 
entity (but no others). 

2.5.6. The EDC must have the capability to query and download any of the above portal-
related event information for one or more users and/or licensed entities. 

2.5.7. The portal must not allow any user, including EDC users, to directly edit the above 
log data. 

2.6 EDEWG Leadership Responsibilities 

2.6.1. Leadership will facilitate periodic reviews of these standards in parallel with other 
EDEWG governance and standards documentation. 

2.6.2. Leadership will facilitate dispute resolution between market participants with regard 
to interpretation of these standards and escalate disputes to PaPUC Commission 
Staff as warranted when unable to achieve resolution within EDEWG. 

2.6.3. Leadership will manage changes to these standards using pre-established EDEWG 
change control processes, similarly to those used for modifications to Electronic 
Data Interchange (EDI) standards. This includes incorporation of changes into these 
standards annually as well as associated republication of updated standards to 
EDEWG. 

2.6.4. Leadership will maintain an ongoing awareness of changes in the Smart Grid 
Cybersecurity Standards published by the National Institute for Standards and 
Technology (aka NISTIR-7628) and any other national standards for which changes 
would impact or otherwise necessitate changes to the WPWG standard. 
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APPENDIX A: Secure Web Portal, Downloadable Usage File Format (CSV) 

Account-Level Usage (after delimiting via commas) 

Future Capacity PLC QtWh) [prtf)f eocdf.td it tegn; If rr.tf.:::* sv.ic* points, Xiis rptf \vt by str.ic* par.! & EDO nvc'tj Xti popv!a!t bcS: t»:i BS a.-wf CS 

Custenw Ittn-.t 

EDC " 

AY I AZ 

Usage. Fiom Dst* 

y cy s t r . K t coir.! & gCC iroa'a capol i :* ec.'.1' o f a 67 < r t C7" 

Cuntnt Transmission NSPL i V . " / h ) _ l l / f f ^ : . â ^̂  L 

F « i M TraMmi i ! ion . l^PL ( k ^ ) ^ j C r J y s M ^ j . ' » ^ ^ 2 ^ - ' i ^ i i ' f ^ J ^ w:- 1: « l s 310 aic CiO 
Cunenl Rala C la» [ » j w J ^ « f i i g ^ w > s r ' p ^ j ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ~ * - - — — _ 
C w w t . Rat9_S ubelas s 
Cuntnt Bat Group 
Current Lead PttfS* 
SfXC'l l M t t o Cc'niiatirrtiun;_ 

I" 

wndimitilifj)® SW 

•fvwfitv at cei foreicti fate c.'ssg.^ef:.' - £20, C20. ex. 

Read From D i t t Readma To Date kWh kWh QTY Register td kW Repsteted kVV QTY 
11/27/2013 1(2(2014 200 9H !so .9H so 
10/25^013 11(27/2013 150 KA =0 .KA 50 
S / J O ^ O I S .10/25^013 150 37 60 .67 60 

,9(30(2013 200 QD 39 OD £0 
7/31(2013 5^5(2013 325 QO 160 QD 1160 
7/1^013 .7/31/2013 350 QD .175 "QD 175 
SOWOIS 7/1/2013 300 SH 1150 9H 150 
5/1(2013 6/31(2013 175 KA €0 KA SO 
1(2)2013 ' 5/1/2013 150 S7 50 .87 50 
3/4/2013 4(2(2013 200 QD 60 QD 60 
2il(/2013 3:4(2013 300 QO .100 .QD 100 -1/2(2013 2(1/2013 200 QD 80 QD 60 

] 

i J 

uetailed mierval Utaqt , ' 

• ~—* 
Reading Dst* . 1 1 QTY 2 QTY :3 3 QTY 3 DST 3 DST QTY 2J QTY ', Qusliiv 

1.3243 QD 1.3243 ;OD 1.3248 OD B'.ir.k ercec; v . Pan DST flaw 'B!a.'.k trctst or. FaVBSToate QD .VEE 
1/14/2014 ,0.9216 QD 0.9216 QD ,0.9216 OD i/forss.™ 0S7. HatsrS ilsa altrM (Fortsr:r.g DST. hour 2 a.'w c. QD VEE 
1/13(2014 10 9792 QD 0 5792 |Q0 .0 9792 QD 

(Fortsr:r.g DST. hour 2 a.'w c. 

OD iVEE 
1/i2'2014 10 263 37 0 233 87 10.233 sr i ! . - 37 . ^ J — . 

iVEE 1/11/2014 [0 34 5 5 KA 0,3456 ^ ,0.3455 K*, KA .VEE 
1(10(20 i i JO 9216 9H 0.9216 !9H 0 921S 9H &H •VEE 
1/9/2014 ,0 6912 QD 0.6912 'QD 0.6912 OD QO T v E E 
:/S/20!J QD !.44 :QD '144 OO 0 0 iVEE 
1/7/2014 11.152 QD 1.152 'QD : i . i 52 OD QD A'EE 
1/6/2014 i l 5123 37 1,6123 87 1.61*3 67 37 ,\ 'EE 
1/5/2014 ,0.9792 KA 0.9792 .0.9792 KA KA MEE 
1/4(2014 :0 34j6 9H 0 3456 I9H 0 3456 9H 5H VEE 
1/3/2014 h 0944 T O D 1.0944 [QD ; i o 9 i 4 QD CD 

L. _ _ _ 

VEE 
1/2/2014 112672 QD 1.2S72 ,OD 1 2672 QD QD 
1/1(2014 0.9792 OD L0 9792 OD 0 9792 QO QO 
12(31/2013 : 0 6336 87 0.6335 ,67 0 5335 87 
12/30/2013 I0.S064 KA 0 5 0 « KA 0 80M KA KA 
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Cuslcmer Identifier g g g a r e g g g g | j | | 

Customer Name 3CFIRSTNAME USTNAMtSG | ! ! 
Report Title acAccount-Level UsageSC i 1 

EDC SG=DC NAMtSC 1 i 1 1 

Usage From Date 3 C MM/D D/YY4C j , ; I 

usage To Date a C M M / O O A Y i C , , ; 1 | 

Current Capacity PIC fkWbaGCC ?LC I S C 1 SCCSCC =LC 23G 1 
--uture Capacity =LC (kWh) SGrC PLC 15€Z ISGFC PLC 2SG 

Current Transmission NsWS€ICTNS?LlSG |sGCT.NS'L2 iG 

——• 
1 

Future Transinission NS^L SCFTNSPLISG |SC ,FTNS=L2SG i 
Current Rate Class ACCfiC i 5 G ISGCKC 23(1 i 

C-irrent Rate Subclass SCCURRENT RATE SU3CUSSSC i 

Current 3111 Grout) S G = I C 1 i ; j 

Current Lea (J Profile aGCL? UC lSCCL»2aC 
Special Meter Configuratic SdSMC l i G ISCSMC 23C 

i f ; 
1 

Summariied Monthly Silled Usage '• I 1 

Reading From Date Reading To Date |'<v/h '<Wh QTY Registered ttv Registered V\v QTY Silled k\v 
5€ceMM/DD/YYaG SCMM/DD/YYSC 5 G A A 3 C i C A A S C , 
aCceMM/DD/YYSG SCMM/OD/YYaG [«=» t i G A A S G seaa SCAASC 
a€ceMM/OD/YYS€I S C MM/0 D/YY S C L)=eaa S C A A 3 G aeea SCAASC 
S€ce M M / D D/YYSC 3CMM/OD/YY3C aezAAac == SCAASC 
3€oe M M/ DD/YYa €Z I C M M / O D / Y Y S C jassat IGAASG SCAASC eeea 

KceMM/OD/YYaCE S G M M / D D / Y Y S C SCAASG S C A A S C icaast 

a€ce M M/D D/YYSC a C M M / D D / Y Y i C S G A A 5 C n a m acAAac 
5CCSMM/0D/YYSC a C M M / D D / Y Y S C SCAASC SCAASG i = = a 

S€oaM.VI/rDD/YYSC A G M M / D D / Y Y 5 G acAASc eaau SCAASC ccag 

aCceMM/OD/YYSC a G M M / 0 D / Y Y a G 3 C A A S C e r r s S C A A a G e s w 

S € O B M M / 0 0 / Y Y 4 C a C M M / 0 D / Y Y S G 3€3AA3C SCAASC 
S€ceMM/OD/YYSC S C M M / D D / Y Y S C S€ZAA3G eaea SCAASC 

"• " ,— —— Detailed Interval Usage , 
Reading Date i l l QTY 2'2 QTY 3 3 QTY |3DST 3 DST QTY 25 QTY (Quality 
a€ce M M/D D/YYi C l i G A A ^ G p g . c a g a 3 C A A 3 C gs .essa a C A A a C | ( t a . D 9 S 9 SGAASG SCAASC SCQUAUTYSC 

ISGAASC 5 G A A 5 C ss .eass SGAASG S£XAASG SGAASG 3CQUAUTYSG 
3<C8 MM/O 0 A Y A C ISCAASC acwAac c g . C g g a SCAASC SGAASG SGAAaCISGQUALlTYSG 
aCce M M/D D/YYaG [aGAASC SGAASG SCAASC j=a,aa=s SCAASC aGAA a€Z SGQ'J A'JTYSG 
a€0E M M / D D/YYaC I3GAA3C cg.eeaa SCAASC SCAASC 

—I 
t SCAASC SGAASG SGQ'J AUTYaC 

S€ce M M / D D/YYSC [3GAA3G SCAASC SGAASG | B « SJK53 [SCAASC SCAASG SCQU AUTYSC 
StceMM/OD/YYSO g g . e r r a iSCAASG ea .cegg d€IAA3C SCAASC [SCAASC SGAASG SCQUAUTYSG 
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Meter-Level Usage (after delimiting via commas) 

Custiragi ld»mtfiei_ 
: Custsner/Jame 
Report title 

\FECO & PFL - Acc: *; Fit: Er.trCr - O.-SX-'nr »; Cto;MSZ6^-=£^!^™^_ID_ 

Premise 

iUeterLMLUssge^ 

Ser.ice Point 
Fa- F£CO i-.a FPL. atis is ec-'^sMt: asxsss accezXs 

Melet Number 
FptFSCQ sr.c FPL isia is c^s.s.f-:: a=mss BCCCL'.-:;S 

M*twf.to)tifeetuw/ 
Meter j.tutiplier 
Us aseFro m Date 
!r l i*3?J c. Date__ _ ^ 
Cinrent Capacity PLC (KWhj 
FtrtureCapa^y^LC.^rti) " 

Jli2'20l3_ 

CwTtnt Rate Class 
Current Rate Subclass 
CurrentE ffl_Group 

I! rrulip.'e 3«vKt xL'.x^ripccourj.jzsfjsary cyjer/KG par.: & ttwtfzce tiffer serosa trra.'ara 
pJ$f. ?ee-'t*tod l e z t t ; I! •TiA.'.J.'e sr.K* pcw.'a accx.'.-;;. rr.?/ vsy S? ae-vrM scat; & t'^rsfare 
If .-rviif^t t»-sK* cd-.ts 0.1 tcsour.:. .nst va.-/cy strict sd',; J Xemfcrs efxracrztt.n&MS 
Crf rpost f i : t f i i k rcxx lf ~yi::,p:» s«;^ci pc'r:3 or. Kcocri. rr.a/va'y cr aar-.-ce eeh; S ft»nfa» 
tf.ptf.':.s.>raie e.'aawadn eccovr:. r.at Cffa-ansaa -TieWfa - - - -
F f CO wJv: tVJ ge c fek far ei ertw ECCs " 

scrws .Ti9.*e'3 

Cunent Load Prefile 
JSgjcialj.jetw CcnSguraiian 

( ' f ' - ' a c.'aaaea.on acei.-o^:. pcpvla;* co.'.1! ce?3 Biiarp CU 
Fcpvta&ctt ceH/crticf: n't,* of stsrrer,: ~B20. C20. §!c. ~" 

!Summari;ed |,lqnthly_BiD»d Usage 
! Reading From Date" 
r l l t tWIOlV 
;i0C9;20i3__ 
'Monon^ 
! 3OT2£I13 " 
i 7(31/2013 
i 7/1/2013_ 
15/31/2013 
! 5/1«013' 
U/2^013" ' 
;3U(2013 ' ' 
'2^/2013 
1ffl2013 

Re ad:ng To Date :kViTi 
1/2(2014 

Ik'.'ftiQTY 

,11/27/2013 
\pt29/20_13~ 
9J30^013_ 
8h9>2"013_ 
7(3"l/2013_ 
7/1/2013 

1200 
r15<f 

SH 
Regisiered kvv_ 

TBO 
IKA 

5Oi/2013_ 
'5n/20l3_ 
4/2/20l3_ 
3(4/20l3_ 
2(1/2013 

'150 
3200* 
1325" 

J300~ 
I'lTS" 
1150 
T200 
300 
20O" 

J 0 _ 
;80_ 
Tl60 
i175 
h150 

100 
E0 

Registered fcvv QTY 
9H 

AM® 

BJIed kVV 
'SO 
50 
60 
8CL_ 
"160 

KA 
150 
60 

OD 

^ a i l e ^ i ^ a U l M g e , 
Reading Date 
1(15/2014 
1/14(2014 
in3/2014_ 
I112(2014 
1/11/2014 

'1 QTY 

1MO/2014_ 
1/S/20"14 _ 
1/6(2014 
1(7/2014 _ 
1/6/2014 ̂  
175/2014" 
V1>2(>U~~_ 
1/3/2014 _ 
1/2/2bl4__ 
1/1(2014 

1.3243 

^792_ 
0̂ 233̂  
lU3156_ 
iO.9216 
T0T6912" 

jOD 
_iQD~ 

QtT 
""37 

!2 QTY 
1 3248 11.3246 
0.9216 !QD 

|0.9792_ 
10.233 

1QD 
1 8 7 " 

KA 

(1.44 
U52 _ 
1.6123̂  
0.9792 

'9H 

*Q"D~" 
*QD~ 
"QD 

0.3156 
0.9216^ 
0.6912 

iKA 

;0.57S2_ 

"To'rvijs 
'0.9216 

11.44 

1.6123 

iQD_ 
TQD_ 
_;QO_ 
167 

.0.6912 

3J1TY_ 
QD 
QD 
QD 
37 

JLDST. !3 0STQTY 
iBlt'Jc arctc: cr. Fi'J DST flsre \Blar.k uceo: on Fa'j DST ea:s 

KA 
9H 

; 1.152 
'1.6125 

11.0944" 

_i0.9792_ 
(0"34M 

QD_ 
'OD 

S7 
I0.9792 

12-31/2013_ 
12/30/2013 

11.2672 
0.9792" 
'06336" 
'0'3064' 

Q0_ 
QD 
,00 

IV2672'" 
'Io!9792" 

JQD_ 
QD 

'QD -

10.6336 
I0.S0W 

11-0944 
_J.2672 
;0J792 

i0.633£ 
! 0-3064 

KA 

24QTY 
QD ~ 
QD 

|Quality 
iVEE, 

-̂EE 
_ yEE_ 
_1VEE_ 

1 VEE 

_^VEE_ 
|VEE 

~~1VEE 
iVEE 
,VEE 
|VEE 

_lVEE_ 
.VEE 
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Meter-Level Usage (CSV Draft) 

Customer Identifier . 
Customer Name SGrl^STXAMi LASTNAMEaC 

Report Title SCMeter-Level UsaceSC 
EDC 

• — • — 
SGEDC NAMHaC 

^remise ac: t™===sc 
Service Point S G » ' = = = = « = = a C 

i 

Meter Number SG========*=*=SC 
MeterManufacturer SGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAASC 
Meter MuiMoKer ccca ) 

Usage From Date SCMM/OD/YYSC 
Usage To Date SGMM/OD/YYSC 

Current Capacity PLC (Vwh) accc =LC isc ! 
Future Capacity ?LC (kWh) SG=C =LC I S C 
Current Transmission NSPL(kWh) S G a N S ^ L l S C ; ' 
future Transmission NSPL fnWh) SG=TNS=LiSG 

jCurrent Rate Class SGCRC1SC | 
Current Rate Subclass SGCURRENT RATE S'JBCLASSSC 
Current Bill Group S G ^ S G ! 
Current Load Profile SGCLS I S C 1 ! 1 

_„ . . _ . _l I i 

iSpeclal Meter Configuration SGSMC ISC , 

1 : ! 
Summarized Monthly Billed Usage ' 1 i 
Reading From Date Reading To Date ikV/h IkWhQTY Registered UV Resistered kWQTY Billed'<w 
iCceMM/OD/YViC SCMM/OD/YYSC mnm I SCAASC SCAASC mum 
i€oe M M/ DD/YYSG SCMM/OD/YYSC .<o«m> ! SCAASC CBgB SCAASC e t o . 

i SCce M M/ D D/YYiG SGMM/OD/YYSC ' w w 1 SCAASC efi=s SCAASC ! > " = I 
i SCoe M M/D D/YY SG SCTv'.M/DO/YYSC crma 1 SCAASC S £ = 9 SGAASG i«=*3 
i€oeMM/OD/YYSC SGM M/ DD/YYSC ISCAASC SGAASG i 

itCeMM/DD/YYiC SCMM/DD/YYSC iSCAASC [wa* SGAASG 1=== ' 
|S€ceMM/DD/YY5C SCMM/OD/YYaC ISCAASC SCAASC l P = t 

i€ce MM/D D/YY i C SCTvIM/DD/YYaC 1 SCAASC mm. SCAASC -== 
1 S€ce M M/D O/YY SG SCMM/DD/YYSC • Bssa j SCAASC BBSS SCAASG 
IS€ceMM/DD/YYSC t ^ C M M/D D/YY SG 'Dsn ISCAASC SGAASG [•>=> 
IS<CeMM/DD/YYSC SCMM/DD/WSG {SCAASC CSBS SGAASG g g g g i 

ISCoeMM/DD/YYSC SCMM/O D/YYaC CSE3 t SCAASC sssa SGAASG [aaa 

Detailed Interval Usage 
Reading Date l l lQTY 2 2 QTY 3 3 QTY 3 0ST :sOSTQTY| 2i QTY [Quality 
SCoeMM/OD/YYSC [SCAASC SGAASG SCAASC 'SCAASG SCAASC SCQUALITYSC 

ISCoeMM/OD/YYSC Ks.emm 'SCAASG ' ea.esBB SCAASC SCAASG n . n s r [SCAASC SCAASC SCGUAUTYSC 
StceMM/DD/YY SC KJ.CJSSI [SCAASC .ea.es»» SCAASG CB.BBBB SCZAASG !»0.ttBSB ISCAASC SCAASC SCQUAUTYSG 
S CceMM/D D/YYS C BB.OBCJl ! SCAASC ca.awm SGAASG CB.CBBB S C A A S C ISCAASC * €^ic scrauALrmG 
4€ceMM/DD/YYSC ISCAASC SGAASG —̂ ' SCAASG jSGAASG SCAA3CSCQUAUTYSG 
SCce M M/ D D/YY SG ; SCAASC SGAASG SCAASC ! SCAASG SCAASGSCGUAUTYSG 
ifceMM/D D/YY AC .'SCAASC SCAASC SCAASG =,Bs=a ! SCAASC SCAASCSCQUAUTYSC 
I (REPEAT U= TO 12 MONTHS] , ' 
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APPENDIX B: System-To-System (StS) Considerations 

Purpose 

WPWG representatives expressed a long-term preference for EDC implementation of a System-To-
System (StS) approach for accessing interval usage data that allows an authorized user's IT systems 
to communicate directly with the secure web portal system of the EDC. Electronic Data 
Interchange (EDI) is the current Pennsylvania system-to-system standard for data exchange of 
historical interval usage but does not address usage data available within 48 hours ofthe read. 

While the WPWG asserts that standards for a system-to-system approach are not expressly 
required by the associated PaPUC order, the WPWG recognizes the importance of outlining 
considerations that all market participants - and particularly EDCs that may eventually need or 
want to build an associated solution - must consider. This appendix outlines those considerations. 

Use Cases 

Stakeholders identified the following as potentially applicable uses of data provided in this manner: 

• Improving performance of daily forecasting via comparison with detailed intervals. 
o Coordinating responses to EDCs and RTOs following a curtailment / demand response event 

within the required time limit, 
o Driving changes in customer behavior by looking for and alerting customers to outliers in usage 

patterns on a regular basis, 
o Independently performing Peak Load Contribution calculations for comparison and forecasting. 

The above use cases primarily leverage account-level data. Stakeholders acknowledged the 
possibility of additional use cases over the longer-term that would be likely to require meter-level 
data (for handling of net metering and other varied types of electric service requiring multiple 
meters). 

Guiding Principles 

1. Focus on a simple solution with time-to-market as a higher priority than available capabilities. 
2. Deliver detailed interval usage data only, accounting for data "within 48 hours ofthe read". 
3. Provide bill-quality data per terms of PUC order for secure web portal. 
4. Account for existing Pennsylvania regulations regarding data privacy and associated customer 

authorization. 

5. Propose bulk interval data transfer services providing data in a standardized format, both 
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account-level and meter-level. 
6. Augment (do not replace) existing EDI and secure web portal data exchange standards. 
7. Remain consistent with the current PUC-approved decentralized model of electronic data 

exchange in Pennsylvania, similarly to the secure web portal standards above. 

Stakeholders participating in detailed discussions of the above initially indicated a strong 
preference for EDCs to take a "provide and park" approach using a standard data format, in 
contrast to a true system-to-system approach leveraging more direct point-to-point 
communication between IT systems/machines. Subsequent discussions resulted in a re-emergence 
of a truer system-to-system option. The two sets of considerations below address both methods. 

Positions on Applicability of Regional and National Standards 

The PA PUC has encouraged the Web Portal Working Group to consider and if possible to adopt 
national standards to the largest extent possible. To that end, stakeholders considered the 
applicability of various such standards to a system-to-system approach. Positions on each NAESB 
standard considered follow below. 

NAESB REQ.22 - Data Privacy Standards 

These standards address data access and privacy issues related to smart grid technologies in 
general. As of this writing, various industry stakeholders are finalizing a related certification 
program potentially integrated within the Smart Meter Texas framework which is based on these 
standards. 

WPWG stakeholders cite no direct applicability between the practices within these standards and 
the above system-to-system considerations. As with the above secure web portal standards, any 
system-to-system solution would adhere to the privacy standards mandated by the PaPUC 
regardless of the customer's preference for release of information on file with the EDC. 

NAESB Electronic Transport (ET) and Electronic Deliverv Mechanisms (EDM) vl.6 

NAESB EDM standards are primarily applicable in situations where transactional data is delivered 
directly into receiving systems of trading partners. In Pennsylvania's case, PUC-approved standards 
governed by EDEWG have been specifically tailored for the testing and implementation of EDI 
protocols. 

With this in mind, the spirit of various selected aspects of NAESB EDM vl.6 standards and practices 
(though not all) are applicable to system-to-system considerations, including: 

• Encryption of all information transmitted across the Internet. 
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o SSL encryption via secure HTTP connections, referenced in the secure web portal 
standards, would be similarly applicable to the above proposals, 

o Use of PGP is considered outside of scope for this effort. 
• Use of Eastern Prevailing Time 'EPT' (Eastern Standard Time 'EST' using Daylight Saving Time 

'DST') as the default time zone for EDEWG transactions 
• EDC communication of server maintenance schedules to users 

NAESB PKI WEQ-012 Standards 

These standards represent a set of criteria for creation of digital certificates governing machine-to-
machine authentication. They were designed to help parties avoid having to acquire and manage 
multiple credentials from various sources when transmitting market-based information, originally 
within the context of transmission information. 

WPWG stakeholders have determined that existing security protocols defined both above and in 
the secure web portal considerations are sufficient and as such that the additional layer of 
machine-to-machine authentication in this manner is not necessary to incorporate into these 
considerations, given the "provide and park" approach on which these are based. 

Green Button "Connect My Data" 

Some Pennsylvania EDCs have publicly supported adoption ofthe national Green Button initiative 
from a customer perspective, providing self-service "Download My Data" options online for 
customers to download their usage information in a standard Green Button format. When 
considering system-to-system proposals, WPWG stakeholders acknowledged the need to evaluate 
potential use ofthe Green Button "Connect My Data" standard in a similar manner for 3 r d parties. 

Green Button "Connect My Data" could prove to be valuable over time as it matures and is adopted 
by additional markets. At the time of this writing, however, its use is limited to specific EDCs in 
California and framed as being in the "beta" (trial) stages of use. WPWG stakeholders active in the 
competitive marketplace in other states cited no reliance on or preference for adopting the Green 
Button standard over and above a more simplified approach that focuses solely on the vital usage 
data sought via these considerations. 

Therefore, the WPWG recommends that EDEWG Leadership consider reintroducing this format into 
future discussions at a later date based upon its maturity and adoption rate and will proceed with 
recommending more simplified proposals relative to these considerations. 

NAESB REQ.21 - Energy Services Provider Interface (ESPI) 

In concert with the above, WPWG stakeholders also reviewed the NAESB standard on which the 
Green Button initiative is based. The primary purpose of the ESPI standard is to provide a 
consistent interface enabling customers to authorize energy usage information from "Data 
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Custodians" to "Third Parties", Green Button practices based on this standard include the ability 
for customers to permit and revoke access to usage information by third parties. 

As previously noted within the secure web portal standards, the intended users of WPWG system-
to-system solutions for energy usage information are entities licensed by the PUC as an EGS (which 
can also include Conservation Service Providers and Curtailment Service Providers. The capability 
for other 3rtf parties (entities not licensed by the PaPUC as EGSs) to access this information is 
outside the scope of the WPWG effort, including customers. EDCs will encourage customers to 
leverage separate and, in some cases, pre-existing customer-facing interfaces, many of which are 
self-service and designed specifically for customers. Additionally, as mentioned previously, PaPUC 
regulations currently prohibit the EDC from being actively involved in the customer authorization 
process and delegates responsibility for obtaining customer authorization to EGSs and third parties. 

REQ.21 also cites the Energy Usage Information Model outlined in REQ.18 as the basis for the 
Green Button XML format. At least one EDC stakeholder commented that individual review by 
market participants of this model against the energy usage information in their own systems could 
be valuable if and when use of Green Button "Connect My Data" is considered at a later date, but 
all agree that this is not a necessary prerequisite to WPWG finalizing standards or system-to-system 
considerations at this time. 

Given the above, WPWG found no synergies with ESPI from a system-to-system perspective. 
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Bulk Interval Data Transfer Proposal 1: "Active EGS" Rolling 10-Day (Batch CSV Files) 

NOTE: Sample request and response XML formats, in the form of WSDL (Web Service Descriptive 
Language), are available at the conclusion of this section. 

This proposal takes a "provide-and-park" approach, as opposed to a true system-to-system 
interface. EDCs would make this service available only to EGSs actively serving accounts within a 
particular EDC's territory upon request from an EGS for a specific DUNS(+4) number under which 
that EGS is serving accounts. An EGS with more than one DUNS(+4) number serving customers 
must specify the DUNS number(s) for which it requests this service, as the EDC would publish 
separate files for each DUNS(+4) number. 

EDCs must track relationship status and associated effective dates associated with the customer-
supplier relationship, but EDCs may not have similar methods in place with regard to account-level 
relationships with Curtailment Service Providers, Conservation Service Providers, or other types of 
third parties. As such, the WPWG must assume that this solution can only be universally applied to 
EGSs (as opposed to all eligible third parties). 

On a daily basis (processing days only), the EDC would publish all available detailed bill-quality 
account-level interval usage in hour-ending format for the set of accounts served by a particular 
DUNS(+4) number on a specific usage delivery date. Publication would occur over a rolling 10 day 
period with the EDC making best efforts to publish data for a given date as close to 48 hours 
following the last interval on that date as technically possible. The EDC would remove older data 
in favor of more recent data as the rolling 10-day period renews itself over time. 

EDCs would publish each file as a compressed, comma-delimited file (zipped CSV) based on the 
interval usage increments provided. For instance, an EDC with a portion of meters capturing 60-
minute increments and another set of meters capturing 15-minute increments will publish the 
associated interval usage in a minimum two separate files, one presenting accounts for which 60-
minute intervals are available and another presenting accounts for which 15-minute intervals are 
available. 

Each file published will have a unique filename adhering to the following standard: 

[EDC DUNS(+4)JJEGS DUNS(+4)LP[Pubncation Date]_IU[Usage DateJJInterval IncrementJjFile 
#].zip 

For instance, the first PECO 60-minite file for usage delivery date of 9/2/2014 that corresponds to 
EGS DUNS "123-45-6789-0123", if published on 9/8/2014, would be named as follows: 

0079l4468_1234567890123_P20140908JU20140902_60_01.zip 
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Each file will contain only the EDC account numbers, usage delivery date (identical for all records), 
and multiplied hour-ending account-level interval usage values. EDCs will sign net metered 
(generation) values as negative. 

The EDC will handle Daylight Savings Time as follows: 
• Spring DST - Null interval usage values will be included for hour-ending 0300. 
© Fall DST - For the long DST usage delivery date only, additional interval usage values will be 

populated in the columns at the end of each record as a second set of data for hour-ending 
0200, labeled 0200D (0115D, 0130D, 0145D). These columns will include null values for all 
other usage delivery days. 

EDC would publish each file to a specified FTP site within its secure web portal, allowing only web 
portal users registered under that specific DUNS(+4) to have access to that particular set of usage 
data. 

EDCs would reserve the right to publish multiple data sets with predefined volumes (i.e. X accounts 
per file) based upon their existing infrastructures and would be required to communicate these 
parameters to EGSs as applicable. 

Given the volume of data to be published, EDCs would reserve the right to periodically verify with 
EGSs whether this service should continue and, consequently, the right to discontinue that service 
if no response to this verification request is received from the EGS within a reasonable timeframe. 

In accordance with the guiding principle of simplicity and time-to-market taking priority over 
available capabilities, and considering use cases requiring the best quality data in the minimal 
amount of time possible, republishing data for a given usage delivery date for any reason is 
considered outside the scope of these considerations and is left solely to EDC discretion. 

The WPWG recommends that EDCs pursue this proposal either before or during implementation of 
Proposal 2 that follows. 
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"Active EGS" Rolling 10-Day CSV File Format (60-minute) 
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Active EGS Rolling 10-Day CSV File Format (15-minute) 
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Bulk Interval Data Transfer Proposal 2: "By Request" (SOAP Web Service) 

NOTE: A draft describing the XML data structure that the SOAP service would support is 
available at the conclusion of this section. This draft is not a fully-published technical 
specification, for which EDEWG ultimately must further establish if and when EDCs begin to 
design their detailed solutions. 

This proposal outlines a system-to-system interface for exchange of both account-level and 
meter-level detailed interval usage leveraging a SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) web 
service. 

A SOAP web service connects to the EDC's meter data management system or similar usage 
data storage repository and leverages XML transactions for data exchange. Individual EDCs 
would each host and maintain their own web service. Each EDC will secure use of the service 
via username and password, assigning each authorized client (based upon DUNS+4 and 
eligibility as described in the above web portal standards) exactly one unique username and 
password. 

Requestors intending to use the service must develop and maintain the code necessary for their 
clients to call it. In this case, a requestor would transmit its request directly to the EDC's web 
service URL, at which point the EDC would be responsible for verifying authorization, 
generating an appropriate response in near-real-time, and logging the request internally. The 
EDC would then transmit the response generated directly to the authorized requestor's 
response URL, and the requestor's client would be responsible for handling the response 
appropriately upon receipt. 

Each request, or call, of the web service call must include the following request parameters: 
• Authorized username and password (in the header) 
• EDC Account Number (exactly one per call) 
• Usage Dates ("From" and "To") 

o If omitted or blank, EDC would return all available data up to a maximum no 
smaller than the most recent twelve months (assuming that at least twelve 
months is available) 

o EDC reserves the right to set a maximum on the time horizon over which usage 
can be returned and may reject requests for date ranges exceeding this 
maximum range. (Per PUC, EDC maximum must be no less than the most recent 
12 months). 

• Account-Level or Meter-Level (but not both in the same call) 

High request volume (both number of requests and volume of data requested) may impact the 
performance of the EDC's service. For both security and performance reasons, EDCs would 
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reserve the right to set rate limits (number of calls per IP address within a specific time window) 
on the use of the web service, at their discretion. 

Upon receipt, the EDC would create and transmit a response containing either the associated 
usage information or an associated rejection. All responses regardless of acceptance or 
rejection must include a status code and a status message. For accepted requests, the code 
would simply be set to "0" and the message to "Successful. More information on this for 
rejected requests is below. 

For accepted requests, the EDC's response would include the detailed interval usage kwh values 
(hour-ending, multiplied) at the appropriate increment. For each kwh interval, the EDC will 
include a Quantity Qualifier - analogous to the QTY01 segment in the EDI 867 Historical Interval 
Usage Transaction. Codes for this qualifier include but are not limited to the following: 

o QD - Actual Quantity Delivered (net consumption) 
« KA - Estimated Quantity Delivered (net consumption) 
o 87 - Actual Quantity Received (net generation) 

o Usage values signed positive 
• 9H - Estimated Quantity Received (net generation) 

o Usage values signed positive 

Please refer to the existing Pennsylvania EDEWG 867 Historical Interval Usage Implementation 
Guideline for a complete listing, specifically the Quantity Qualifier (QTY01) codes associated 
with the interval detail in the BQ loop ofthe transaction. 

Meter-level response transactions will also include the associated meter numbers and meter 
multipliers. 

For rejected requests, standard HTTP rejection codes would apply as status codes and messages 
for rejection scenarios including but not limited to the following: 

• HTTP 401 - Unauthorized or missing credentials 
• HTTP 429-Too many requests (may apply if EDC sets rate limits) 
» HTTP 500 - Service unavailable (For instance, during maintenance windows) 

Similarly to the secure web portal standards above, EDCs could also reject authorized and 
properly structured requests based on business logic unique to the specific account numbers 
requested. In such cases, standard rejection reason codes applicable to REF*7G segments 
returned in rejection responses for EDI 814 Historical Interval Usage transactions would apply 
as status codes and messages. These include but are not limited to the following: 

• 008 - Account Exists But Is Not Active 
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o A76 - Account Not Found 
o NIA - Not Interval Account 
© API - Required Information Missing - for instance, account vs. meter level parameter is 

not included in request 

Please refer to the existing Pennsylvania EDEWG 814 Enrollment Request/Response 
Implementation Guideline for a complete listing, specifically the Historical Interval Usage (HI) 
Rejection Reason Codes associated with the REF*7G segment. 

The EDC will handle Daylight Savings Time in responses as follows: 
• Spring DST - No interval usage values will be included for hour-ending 0300. 
o Fall DST - Additional interval usage values will be provided on the long Fall DST day only 

to accommodate a second set of data for hour-ending 0200, labeled 0200D (0115D, 
0130D, 0145D). 

The EDC and EGS must complete and document a pre-production connectivity test, during 
which the EGS calls the EDC web service for at least one account number specified by the EDC 
and receives a successful response from the EDC. 

o The EDC reserves the right to require EGSs to conduct more comprehensive 
testing and to require use of both test URLs and test credentials as part of that 
testing. 

The EDC would log all calls to its service. Data logged would at a minimum include all request 
parameters - Username, EDC account number, usage dates, and the level of data requested 
(account-level vs meter-level) - as well as the response (success/failure and associated return 
code). EDCs reserve the right to log additional information at their discretion, including the 
requester's IP address. 

From a security perspective, similarly to the web portal standards above, each EDC's solution 
requires the use of a non-self-signed SSL certificate issued by a Microsoft-trusted authority for 
governance of secure user connections via HTTPS. Both requestors and EDCs would be 
responsible for transmitting all data - both calls and responses - using SSL encryption. 

If any component of an EDC's service experiences either a technical problem or cybersecurity 
incident (as defined by EDC information security procedures) which either substantially disrupts 
its operations OR increases the risk of compromising portal information {inadvertently allowing 
unauthorized users access to either customer usage data or user credentials), then the EDC 
must immediately: 

• Deny all new attempts to access the service by default, gracefully indicating to new 
callers that the service is temporarily unavailable via appropriate HTTP rejection codes. 
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• Immediately terminate all active processing and reject calls for which processing is 

already in progress. 

• Communicate status to stakeholders as appropriate given the nature of the issue or 

incident. 

o Avoid disclosing restricted details that could aid cybersecurity attackers, 

o Consider EDEWG Leadership and PaPUC liaisons to EDEWG as impacted 

stakeholders. 

• Leave the above restrictions in place until deeming that the issue has been resolved and 

that any associated risk has been sufficiently mitigated. {This will vary based on several 

factors, potentially including but not limited to identification o f t h e source o f t h e issue 

and the degree to which any collateral damage has been contained.) 

• This standard does not supersede pre-existing EDC cybersecurity incident response 

plans. EDCs will always execute their own plans and rely on their own definitions with 

regard to cybersecurity incidents. 

NOTE: EDC policies and procedures, including but not limited to those governing information 
security and configuration management, may be more stringent than the standards identified 
in this section. In the event of contradictions between these standards and EDC policies and 
procedures, the more restrictive of the two shall govern. 

Draft XML/WSDL Data Structure for Proposal 2: 

THIS IS NOT A FULLY PUBLISHED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION. IT IS INTENDED TO DESCRIBE THE 

DATA PROVIDED. A FULLY PUBLISHED WSDL WOULD INCLUDE POST, SOAPAction, AND OTHER 

STANDARD PARAMETERS. 

SOAP/WSDL Request (inclusion of a header with credentials is implied): 
<soap:Envelope> 

<soap:Body> 
<EDC_ACCT_NO> 

<dec imal> l l l l l l l l l l< /dec imal> 
</EDCACCT_NO> 
<USAGE_DATES> 

<FROM>20140101</FROM> 
<TO>20140102</TO> 

</USAGE_DATES> 
<IURequestLevel> 

<char>Account OR Meter</char> 
</IURequestLevel> 

</soap:Body> 
</soap:Envelope> 

** Comment - If usage dates are not present in request, EDC will provide all available IU data up to a 
maximum equal to or greater than the 12 most recent calendar months) 
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SOAP/WSDL Successful Account-Level IU Response: 
<soap:Envelope> 

<soap:Body> 
<STATUS_CODE> 

<char>0</char> 
</STATUS_CODE> 
<STATUS_MESSAGE> 

<char>Successful</char> 
</STATUS_MESSAGE> 
<IUAccountLevelResponse> 

<arr:IU_ACCT> 
<IU_ACCT> 
<EDC_ACCT_IMO> 
<dec imal> l l l l l l l l l l< /dec ima l> 

</EDC_ACCT_NO> 
<USAGE„DATE>20140101/> 

<60MinutelU> 
<IU_0100>0.917</IU_0100> 
<QTY_0100>QD</QTY_0100> 

<IU_2400>0.947</IU_2400> 
<QTY_2400>KA</QTY_2400> 

</60MinutelU> 
</IU_ACCT> 
<IU_ACCT> 
<EDC_ACCT_NO> 
<dec imal> l l l l l l l l l l< /dec ima l> 

</EDC_ACCT_NO> 
<USAGE_DATE>20140102/> 

<60IVlinutelU> 
<IU_0100>0.738</IU_0100> 
<QTY_0100>87</QTY_0100> 

<l U_2400>0.82 K / l U_2400> 
<QTY_2400>QD</QTY_2400> 

</60MinutelU> 
</IU_ACCT> 

</arr:IU_ACCT> 
</IUAccountLevelResponse> 

</soap:Body> 
</soap:Envelope> 

** Comment - Increments can vary - 60MinutelU, 30MinutelU, ISMinutelU - by EDC. 
** Comment - On Long DST Day only, will include <IU_0200D> interval 
** Comment -- On Short DST Day only, will omit <IU_0300> interval 
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SOAP/WSDL Successful Meter-Level IU Response: 
<soap:Envelope> 

<soap:Body> 
<STATUS_CODE> 

<char>0</char> 
</STATUS_CODE> 
<STATUS_MESSAGE> 

<char>Successful</char> 
</STATUS_MESSAGE> 
<IUMeterLeve[Response> 

<EDC_ACCT_NO> 
<dec imal> l l l l l l l l l l< /dec imal> 

</EDC_ACCT_NO> 
<arr:IU_METER> 

<IU_METER> 
<METER_NO>12345</METER_NO> 
<METER_MULT1PLIER>1</METER_MULTIPLIER> 

<USAGE_DATE>20140101/> 
<60MinutelU> 
<IU_0100>0.917</IU_0100> 
<QTY_0100>QD</QTY_0100> 

<IU_2400>0.947</IU_2400> 
<QTY_2400>KA</QTY_2400> 

</60MinutelU> 
</IU_METER> 
<IU_METER> 

<METER_NO>12345</METER_NO> 
<METER_MULTIPLIER>1</METER_MULTIPLIER> 
<USAGE_DATE>20140102/> 
<60MinutelU> 
<IU_0100>0.738</IU_0100> 
<QTY_0100>KA</QTY_0100> 

<IU_2400>0.821</IU_2400> 
<QTY_2400>QD</QTY_2400> 

</60MinutelU> 
</IU_METER> 

<IU_METER> 
<METER_NO>54321</METER_NO> 
<METER_MULTIPLIER>1</METER_MULTIPLIER> 
<USAGE_DATE>20140101/> 
<60MinutelU> 
<IU_0100>0.3</IU_0100> 
<QTY_0100>87</QTY_0100> 
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<IU_2400>0.152</IU_2400> 
<QTY_2400>9H</QTY_2400> 

</60MinutelU> 
</IU_METER> 
<IU_METER> 

<METER_NO>54321</METER_NO> 
<IV1ETER_MULTIPLIER>1</METER_MULTIPLIER> 
<USAGE_DATE>20140102/> 
<60MinutelU> 
<IU_0100>0.738</IU_0100> 
<QTY_0100>87</QTY_0100> 

<IU_2400>0.821</IU_2400> 
<QTY_2400>87</QTY_2400> 

</60MinutelU> 
</IU_METER> 

<c/arr:IU_METER> 
</lUIVIeterLevelResponse> 

</soap:Body> 
</soap:Envelope> 

** Comment - Increments can vary - 60MinutelU, 30MinutelU, ISMinutelU - by EDC. 
** Comment - On Long DST Day only, will include <IU_0200D> interval 
** Comment - On Short DST Day only, will omit <IU_0300> interval 

SOAP/WSDL Rejected IU Response: Only status code and message are returned. 
<soap:Envelope> 

<soap:Body> 
<STATUS_CODE> 

<:char>... </char> 
</STATUS_CODE> 
<STATUS_MESSAGE> 

^cha^. . . </char> 
</STATUS_MESSAGE> 

</soap:Body> 
</soap:Envelope> 

** The body of a response indicating rejection of a request will contain either a standard HTTP status 
code & message, or an existing EDI HI rejection code and associated message. 
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APPENDIX C: Non-Consensus on System-To-System Disposition 

The Commission stated the following in its Order (12/5/2012, Docket Number M-2009-209265): 

"We direct that the EDEWG to initiate a web-portal working group of all EDCs covered 
by the smart meter mandate and any other interested stakeholders to develop a 
standardized solution for acquisition of interval usage data via a secure web-portal. The 
Commission expects the shorter-term solution will be a system that offers 12-months of 
HID data via a secure web platform. The Commission expects the longer-term solution 
will be a system that provides billing quality interval data within 24 to 48 hours of daily 
meter reads." (13-14) 

Toward the conclusion of that same Order, the Commission reiterated this by ordering the 
following: 

"That the Electronic Data Exchange Working Group shall convene a web-portal working 
group including all electric distribution companies required to submit smart meter 
technology and implementation plans and other interested stakeholders to develop a 
standardized solution for the acquisition of historical interval usage and billing quality 
interval usage data via a secure web-portal, as specifically detailed within this Order, for 
incorporation within each electric distribution company's smart meter technology and 
implementation plan." (29) 

The WPWG began discussions of System-to-System Considerations after arriving at consensus 
on the standards for the secure web portal itself. Feedback addressed in the latter phases of 
these discussions revealed that members possessed different interpretations of the 
Commission's intent and as such varying assumptions on whether such considerations are to be 
mandatory or optional components of EDC implementation plans. 

As such, the WPWG respectfully asks the Commission to clarify its expectations regarding the 
System-to-System Considerations proposed in this document. The following summarizes the 
two conflicting positions for Commission review and response. 

Position 1: System-to-System, Optional 

WPWG members supporting this position believe that System-to-System Considerations should 
be limited to an optional component of related EDC implementation plans. They base this on 
interpretation of the PUC Order as written and on related prior WPWG consensus accepted by 
all WPWG members until January of 2015. 
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In the aforementioned PUC Order, the PUC asserted that its preferred solution is a secure web 
portal: 

"Concerning post-smart meter implementation, we have determined that the use of a 
standardized, secure web-based portal will enable interactions among all parties for 
communicating 12-months of historical interval data on the meter and account level and 
provide meter or account level data as requested by the customer or the customer's 
third-party representative." (13) 

In May of 2013, the WPWG agreed on its charter based directly upon the PUCs assertion. This 
charter, available on the PUCs EDEWG website, articulates the scope of the working group in 
language that mirrors the PUCs own language in the Order. Those supporting this position 
believe that the Order contains no mandate, implied or otherwise, for standards addressing 
solutions above and beyond development of a secure web portal. 

The WPWG discussed the possibility of developing System-To-System standards in greater 
detail at its meeting on January 8, 2014. The recap of this meeting, also available on the PUCs 
EDEWG website, notes discussions of web portal standards as minimum requirements and 
indicates that System-To-system Solutions would be an optional component of its deliverables 
to EDEWG, as opposed to a requirement. This decision was consistent with the language in 
both the PUC Order and the associated WPWG charter. 

Based upon that agreement, the WPWG delayed discussion of said proposals until after 
achieving consensus on the web portal standards themselves - consensus which the WPWG 
achieved in early July of 2014. The WPWG also immediately began labeling these proposals as 
"Considerations", both within discussions and in all drafts of this document. The intent of 
labeling in this manner was to commit EDCs electing to implement those proposals as part of 
their solution would be obligated to consider the consensus decisions of the WPWG if and 
when electing to do so. 

WPWG subsequently completed development and review of System-To-System Considerations 
in late December and solicited all members for final feedback on the overall product by early 
January. Portions of the feedback represented the first time that any WPWG member formally 
indicated non-consensus with the prior decision that System-To-System Considerations be 
considered optional. 

Supporters of this position have no intent to stifle innovation in Pennsylvania's marketplace. 
The development of System-To-System Considerations in and of itself represents the WPWG's 
acknowledgement that such solutions are both of interest and potentially of value to market 
participants. However, expectations throughout the WPWG's tenure, and potentially related 
long-term planning and cost recovery assumptions by the EDCs up to this point, have focused 
solely on the eventual implementation of a secure web portal as mandated based upon the 
assumptions and consensus points described above. 
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Adding System-to-System solution implementation as a mandatory need at this time would 
therefore represent an increase in scope to both the PUC mandate and the related WPWG 
charter, extending both schedule and resource requirements needed by the EDCs to meet the 
PUCs mandate as quickly and effectively as possible. 

Therefore, supporters of this position recommend that the PUC clarify its expectations 
regarding the System-to-System Considerations proposed in this document as follows: 

« State the PUCs position and intent with regard to System-To-System solutions. This 
could include: 

o Implementation priority relative to the secure web portal 

o Applicability of the same cost recovery mechanisms for EDCs electing to build 
such solutions 

o An appeal to market participants such as EGSs to provide additional context for 
the market need behind such solutions, specifically how the uniqueness of such 
solutions impacts the deployment of specific types of new products and services. 

o Reiterate the previously-ordered required scope of the implementation plans to be filed 
by EDCs, specifically requiring those plans to focus solely on development of a secure 
web portal per the associated standards provided herein. 

o Clarify that EDCs may consider System-To-System proposals as optional components of 
these implementation plans and encourage EDEWG to revisit said proposals following 
implementation of EDCs' respective secure web portals. (Note that timing will vary 
based on the respective states of EDC smart meter deployments and associated EDC 
web portal implementations.) 

Position 2: System-to-System, Mandatory 

In its December 5, 2012 Order, the Commission states that it "recognizes that the smart meter 
technology required by Act 129 provides more information about a customer's electricity use 
than previous technology," and that, "this information is intended to empower electricity 
customers..." (2) 

The system-to-system solution is critical to enabling retail suppliers to deliver the innovative 
product and service offerings that, as the Commission rightly recognizes, will "empower 
electricity customers," and must be implemented at the same time as the manual API solution. 
Retail suppliers' ability to deliver product innovations that empower consumers hinges on 
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timely access to their customers' interval usage data. The API solution simply does not meet 
this key requirement. The System-to-System solution must be mandatory. 

Retail suppliers need access to all of their customers' interval usage data every day. With the 
API solution, a supplier will be required to request each customer's usage data one customer at 
a time, every day. Even if this single account request is automated - as API would be - a large 
supplier serving hundreds - or even tens - of thousands of customers would be forced to wait 
hours, if not an entire day, every day, before beginning the task of analyzing, parsing and 
converting the data retrieved from the utility system into useful information for its customers. 
API simply cannot handle the volume of data necessary for a retail supplier to effectively deploy 
a large scale retail product offer that is entirely dependent on the timely access to its customers' 
interval usage data. 

In contrast, the System-to-System solution involves the utilities providing a single flat file to a 
supplier via their existing secure supplier portals. The file contains all ofthe interval usage data 
for all of that supplier's customers. In the same way that suppliers currently retrieve the 
Eligible Customer Lists from the utility web portals, a supplier would log into the existing 
supplier portal using an assigned username and password, download the data file, and begin 
the work necessary to translate that data into useful information for its customers. 

As noted above, the Commission directed the work group to "develop a standardized solution 
for acquisition of interval usage data via a secure web-portal." Nothing in the Commission's 
Order suggests a preference for a manual versus System-to-System approach to data 
acquisition. The retail suppliers believe that it is the Commission's intent to enable delivery of 
innovative product offers that empower electricity customers to take control of their electricity 
usage on a large scale. Until suppliers have sufficient access to their customers' smart meter 
data, they simply cannot develop or deliver the solutions that the Commission anticipates. 

It is also critical to understand that developing these product solutions will take time (i.e., up to 
a year or maybe more) to bring to the market. Retail suppliers need access to this data as soon 
as possible so that they can (1) become familiar with and analyze the data, (2) design and 
program the systems needed to capture, store and analyze that data in real time, and (3) 
develop, test, market and deliver new products that utilize that data to customers. The longer 
retail suppliers must wait to gain access to this data, the longer it will be before the innovative 
solutions that the Commission anticipates will be available to customers. 

Additional Considerations: 

« The System-to-System solution is simple and would be the same for all utilities; there 
are no technical hurdles to overcome to provide the data; 

• The System-to-System solution provides a flat file to suppliers with their customers' 
interval meter data but does not provide historical interval usage (HIU) data. However, 
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HIU data is currently available to licensed retail suppliers through EDI, so they do not 
need a need a new data retrieval system to obtain it. 

• The System-to-System solution will only provide account level data, rather than meter 
level data. However, meter level data, while useful, is not necessary to develop product 
offers for mass market customers who typically only have a single meter and thus a 
single account. The System-to-System solution meets the data needs of retail suppliers 
who aim to deliver innovative solutions to residential and small commercial customers. 

• Both API and the System-to-System solutions are secure. Each solution is username and 
password protected and the utility will be able to determine when data is retrieved and 
by which company. The System-to-System solution would only be available to retail 
suppliers licensed by the PUC. It does not provide third parties with access to customer 
data. However, retail suppliers do not object to the API solution which would provide 
both interval usage and historical interval usage data to those third parties whom the 
PUC deems should have access to it, such as conservation and load management 
services providers (CSP). 

• The API solution inevitably will encounter problems that will delay retrieval of data; data 
retrieval programs are prone to problems; they will take time to investigate and correct; 
and each utility will have its own API system, forcing retail suppliers to work with 
multiple systems that work differently. 

Supporters of this position request that the PUC direct that the system-to-system solution be 
mandatory and implemented at the same time as the API solution. 
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PA WPWG IU_SOAP_60-Minute l-27-14.TXT 
FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY. THIS IS NOT A FULLY PUBLISEHD XML/WSDL SPECIFICATION 
IT IS INTENDED TO DESCRIBE THE DATA PROVIDED. 
A FULLY PUBLISHED WSDL WOULD INCLUDE POST, SOAPACtiOH, AND OTHER STANDARD 
PARAMETERS. 

SOAP/WSDL Request (inclusion of a header with credentials i s implied): 
<soap:Envelope> 

<soap:Body> 
<EDC_ACCT_NO> 

<deci m a l > l l l l l l l l l l < / d e c i mal> 
</EDC_ACCT_NO> 
< U SAG E_DAT E S> 

<FROM>20140101</FROM> 
<TO>20140102</TO> 

</USAGE_DATES> 
<IURequestLevel> 

<char>Account OR Meter</char> 
</IURequestLevel> 

</soap:Boay> 
</soap:Envelope> 

** Comment — i f usage dates are not present i n request, EDC w i l l provide a l l 
available IU data up to a maximum equal to or greater than the 12 most recent 
calendar months) 

SOAP/WSDL Successful Account-Level IU Response: 
<soap:Envelope> 

<soap:Body> 
<STATUS_CODE> 

<char>0</char> 
</STATUS_CODE> 
<STATUS_MESSAGE> 

<char>Successful</char> 
</STATUS_MESSAGE> 
<IUAccountLevelResponse> 

<arr:IU_ACCT> 
<IU_j\CCT> 
<EDC_ACCT_NO> 

<deci m a l > l l l l l l l l l l < / d e c i mal > 
</EDĈ ACCT_NO> 
<USAGE_DATE>2014010l/> 
<60MinutelU> 
<IU_0100>0.917</IU_0100> 
<QTY_0100>QD</QTY_0100> 

<IU_2400>0.947</lU_2400> 
<QTY_2400>KA</QTY„2400> 

</60Minutelu> 
</lU_ACCT> 
<IU_ACCT> 
<EDC_ACCT_NO> 

<d e c i m a l > l l l l l l l l l l < / d e c i m a l > 
</EDC_ACCT_NO> 
<USAGE_DATE>20140102/> 
<60MinuteiU> 

<IU_0100>0.738</IU_0100> 
<QTY_0100> 8 7</QTY_0100> 

<IU_2400>0.821</IU_2400> 
<QTY_2400>QD</QTY_2400> 

</60Minutelu> 
</lU_^CCT> 

</arr:lu_ACCT> 
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</lUAccountLeveT Response> 

</soap:Body> 
</soap:Envelope> 

** comment Increments can vary - 60Minutelu, BOMinutelD, ISMinutelU - by EDC 
** Comment On Long DST Day only, w i l l include <IU_0200D> interv a l 
** Comment — On Short DST Day only, w i l l omit <IU_0300> interv a l 

SOAP/WSDL Successful Meter-Level IU Response: 
<soap:Envelope> 

<soap:8ody> 
<STATUS_CODE> 

<char>0</char> 
</STATUS_CODE> 
<STATUS_MESSAGE> 

<char>Successfu7</char> 
</STATUS_MESSAGE> 
<iUMeterLevelResponse> 

<EDC_ACCT_NO> 
<deci m a l > l l l l l l l l l l < / d e c i mal> 

</EDC_ACCT_NO> 
<a r r:IU_METER> 

<IU_METER> 
<METER_NO>12345</METER_NO> 
<METER_MULTIPLIER>1</METER_MULTIPLIER> 
<USAGE_DATE>20140101/> 
<60MinuteiU> 
<IU_0100>0.917</IU_0100> 
<QTY_0100> QD</QTY_0100> 

<IU_2400>0.947</lU_2400> 
<QTY_2400>KA</QTY_2400> 

</60MinuteiU> 
</lU_METER> 
<IU_METER> 

<METER_NO>12345</METER_NO> 
<METER_MULTIPLIER>1</METER_MULTIPLIER> 
<USAGE_DATE>20140102/> 
<60Minuteiu> 
<IU_0100>0.738</lU_0100> 
<QTY_0100> KA</QTY_0100> 

<IU_2400>0.821</IU_2400> 
<QTY_2400>QD</QTY_2400> 

</60MinutelU> 
</lU_METER> 

<IU_METER> 
<METER_NO>54321</METER_NO> 
<METER_MULTIPLIER>1</METER_MULTIPLIER> 
<USAGE_DATE>20140101/> 
<60Minuteiu> 
<IU_0100>0.3</IU„0100> 
<QTY_O100>87</QTY_O100> 

<IU_2400>0.152</IU_2400> 
<QTY_2400>9H</QTY_2400> 

</60MinutelU> 
</lU_METER> 
<IU_METER> 

<METER_NO>54321</METER_NO> 
<METER_MULTIPLIER>1</METER_MULTIPLIER> 
<USAGE_DATE>20140102/> 
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<60MinuteiU> 
<IU_0100>0.738</IU_0100> 
<QTY_0100>87</QTY_0100> 

<IU_2400>0.821</IU_2400> 
<QTY_2400>87</QTY_2400> 

</60MinuteIU> 
</lU_METER> 

</arr:IU_METER> 
</IUMeterLGvelResponse> 

</soap:Body> 
</soap:Envelope> 

** comment -- Increments can vary - 60MinuteiU, 30MinutelU, ISMinutelU - by EDC. 
** Comment -- On Long DST Day only, w i l l include <IU_0200D> interval 
** Comment — On Short DST Day only, w i l l omit <IU_0300> interval 

SOAP/WSDL Rejected lu Response: Only status code and message are returned. 
<soap:Envelope> 

<soap:Body> 
<STATUS_CODE> 

<char> ... </char> 
</STATUS_CODE> 
<STATUS_MESSAGE> 

<char> ... </char> 
</STATUS_MESSAGE> 

</soap:Body> 
</soap:Envelope> 

** The body of a response indicating rejection of a request w i l l contain either a 
standard HTTP status code & message, or an existing EDI HI rejection code and 
associated message. 
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EDC_ACCT USAGE_D/i 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 

1.23E+09 20140701 0.576 2.304 1.8432 1.4976 1.44 0.6336 0.576 2.304 

2.34E+09 20140701 0.4608 5.5296 0.8064 2.9952 1.3824 0.864 0.4608 5.5296 

3.45E+09 20140701 1.3248 3.744 1.8432 1.2096 2.9376 1.44 1.3248 3.744 

4.56E+09 20140701 2.8224 5.3568 3.744 1.0944 2.6496 2.7072 2.8224 5.3568 

5.68E+09 20140701 2.3616 4.2624 4.2048 1.6704 2.7072 1.2672 2.3616 4.2624 

6.79E+09 20140701 1.2096 3.5136 1.9008 2.8224 2.304 1.0944 1.2096 3.5136 

7.9E+09 20140701 1.2096 2.2464 2.2464 2.9952 3.5136 1.44 1.2096 2.2464 

8.91E+09 20140701 3.1104 5.8176 3.744 3.6864 3.8016 2.304 3.1104 5.8176 

9.02E+09 20140701 2.9376 5.5296 6.1632 3.456 2.9376 1.3248 2.9376 5.5296 

This file represents one day within Daylight Savings Time using 60-minute increments in interval-ending format. 

EDC Account Number - Usage Date - then Usage for all intervals on that day 

For Fall DST - Add second interval for hour-ending 0200 at the end. Will be null on all days except Fall DST day. 

For Spring DST - Column for intervals covering hour-ending 0300 will also be null. 

Usage values will be signed negative for net generation. 

Filenaming convention: [EDC DUNS(+4)]_[EGS DUNS(+4)]_P[Publication Date]JU[Usage Date]_[lnterval Increm 
Example: the first PECO 60-minute file for usage delivery date of 9/2/2014 that corresponds to EGS DUNS "123 

007914468_1234567890123_P20140908_IU20140902_60_01.zip 



900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 

1.8432 1.4976 1.44 0.6336 0.576 2.304 1.8432 1.4976 1.44 0.6336 

0.8064 2.9952 1.3824 0.864 0.4608 5.5296 0.8064 2.9952 1.3824 0.864 

1.8432 ' 1.2096 2.9376 1.44 1.3248 3.744 1.8432 1.2096 2.9376 1.44 

3.744 1.0944 2.6496 2.7072 2.8224 5.3568 3.744 1.0944 2.6496 2.7072 

4.2048 1.6704 2.7072 1.2672 2.3616 4.2624 4.2048 1.6704 2.7072 1.2672 

1.9008 2.8224 2.304 1.0944 1.2096 3.5136 1.9008 2.8224 2.304 1.0944 

2.2464 2.9952 3.5136 1.44 1.2096 2.2464 2.2464 2.9952 3.5136 1.44 

3.744 3.6864 3.8016 2.304 3.1104 5.8176 3.744 3.6864 3.8016 2.304 

6.1632 3.456 2.9376 1.3248 2.9376 5.5296 6.1632 3.456 2.9376 1.3248 

ent]_[File #tf].zip 
-45-6789-0123", if published on 9/8/2014 



1900 2000 2100 2200 2300 2400 

0.576 2.304 1.8432 1.4976 1.44 0.6336 

0.4608 5.5296 0.8064 2.9952 1.3824 0.864 

1.3248 3.744 1.8432 1.2096 2.9376 1.44 

2.8224 5.3568 3.744 1.0944 2.6496 2.7072 

2.3616 4.2624 4.2048 1.6704 2.7072 1.2672 

1.2096 3.5136 1.9008 2.8224 2.304 1.0944 

1.2096 2.2464 2.2464 2.9952 3.5136 1.44 

3.1104 5.8176 3.744 3.6864 3.8016 2.304 

2.9376 5.5296 6.1632 3.456 2.9376 1.3248 



EDC_ACCTUSAGE_D/> 30 100 130 200 230 300 330 400 

1.23E+09 20140701 0.3456 0.576 0.9792 2.304 1.728 1.8432 1.6128 1.4976 
2.34E+09 20140701 0.576 0.4608 0.6336 5.5296 1.728 0.8064 1.152 2.9952 

3.45E+09 20140701 0.6336 1.3248 1.9008 3.744 . 5.9904 1.8432 1.0944 1.2096 
4.56E+09 20140701 1.5552 2.8224 2.4192 5.3568 3.6864 3.744 1.152 1.0944 

5.68E+09 20140701 1.9008 2.3616 2.88 4.2624 9.7344 4.2048 2.4192 1.6704 

6.79E+09 20140701 0.6912 1.2096 1.6704 3.5136 2.5344 1.9008 1.6704 2.8224 

7.9E+09 20140701 1.152 1.2096 1.728 2.2464 6.2208 2.2464 2.2464 2.9952 

8.91E+09 20140701 2.7648 3.1104 3.0528 5.8176 8.4672 3.744 3.5712 3.6864 
9.02E+09 20140701 2.304 2.9376 3.168 5.5296 3.6864 6.1632 2.88 3.456 

This file represents one day within Daylight Savings Time using 30-minute increments in interval-ending format. 
EDC Account Number - Usage Date - then Usage for all intervals on that day 

For Fall DST - Add second set of intervals between 0100 and 0200 at the end. Will be null on all days except Fall 

For Spring DST - Columns for intervals covering hour-ending 0300 will also be null. 

Usage values will be signed negative for net generation. 

Filenaming convention: [EDC DUNS(+4)]JEGS DUNS(+4)LP[Publication Date]_IU[Usage Date]_[lnterval Increm 
Example: the first PECO 30-minute file for usage delivery date of 9/2/2014 that corresponds to EGS DUNS "123 

007914468_1234567890123_P20140908JU20140902_30_01.zip 



430 500 530 600 630 700 730 800 830 900 

1.3248 1.44 1.2672 0.6336 0.3456 0.576 0.9792 2.304 1.728 1.8432 

0.7488 1.3824 2.304 0.864 0.576 0.4608 0.6336 5.5296 1.728 0.8064 

3.5712 2.9376 2.304 1.44 0.6336 1.3248 1.9008 3.744 5.9904 1.8432 

2.1888 2.6496 4.32 2.7072 1.5552 2.8224 2.4192 5.3568 3.6864 3.744 

2.304 2.7072 0.9216 1.2672 1.9008 2.3616 2.88 4.2624 9.7344 4.2048 

2.4192 2.304 1.9584 1.0944 0.6912 1.2096 1.6704 3.5136 2.5344 1.9008 

3.1104 3.5136 3.3984 1.44 1.152 1.2096 1.728 2.2464 6.2208 2.2464 

4.2048 3.8016 3.1104 2.304 2.7648 3.1104 3.0528 5.8176 8.4672 3.744 

5.8752 2.9376 2.1888 1.3248 2.304 2.9376 3.168 5.5296 3.6864 6.1632 

DST day. 

entJJFile ##].zip 
-45-6789-0123", if published on 9/8/2014 



930 1000 1030 1100 1130 1200 1230 1300 1330 1400 

1.6128 1.4976 1.3248 1.44 1.2672 0.6336 0.3456 0.576 0.9792 2.304 

1.152 2.9952 0.7488 1.3824 2.304 0.864 0.576 0.4608 0.6336 5.5296 

1.0944 1.2096 3.5712 2.9376 2.304 1.44 0.6336 1.3248 1.9008 3.744 

1.152 1.0944 2.1888 2.6496 4.32 2.7072 1.5552 2.8224 2.4192 5.3568 

2.4192 1.6704 2.304 2.7072 0.9216 1.2672 1.9008 2.3616 2.88 4.2624 

1.6704 2.8224 2.4192 2.304 1.9584 1.0944 0.6912 1.2096 1.6704 3.5136 

2.2464 2.9952 3.1104 3.5136 3.3984 1.44 1.152 1.2096 1.728 2.2464 

3.5712 3.6864 4.2048 3.8016 3.1104 2.304 2.7648 3.1104 3.0528 5.8176 

2.88 3.456 5.8752 2.9376 2.1888 1.3248 2.304 2.9376 3.168 5.5296 



1430 1500 1530 1600 1630 1700 1730 1800 1830 1900 

1.728 1.8432 1.6128 1.4976 1.3248 1.44 1.2672 0.6336 0.3456 0.576 

1.728 0.8064 1.152 2.9952 0.7488 1.3824 2.304 0.864 0.576 0.4608 

5.9904 1.8432 1.0944 1.2096 3.5712 2.9376 2.304 1.44 0.6336 1.3248 

3.6864 3.744 1.152 1.0944 2.1888 2.6496 4.32 2.7072 1.5552 2.8224 

9.7344 4.2048 2.4192 1.6704 2.304 2.7072 0.9216 1.2672 1.9008 2.3616 

2.5344 1.9008 1.6704 2.8224 2.4192 2.304 1.9584 1.0944 0.6912 1.2096 

6.2208 2.2464 2.2464 2.9952 3.1104 3.5136 3.3984 1.44 1.152 1.2096 

8.4672 3.744 3.5712 3.6864 4.2048 3.8016 3.1104 2.304 2.7648 3.1104 

3.6864 6.1632 2.88 3.456 5.8752 2.9376 2.1888 1.3248 2.304 2.9376 



1930 2000 2030 2100 2130 2200 2230 2300 2330 2400 

0.9792 ' 2.304 1.728 1.8432 1.6128 1.4976 1.3248 1.44 1.2672 0.6336 

0.6336 5.5296 1.728 0.8064 1.152 2.9952 0.7488 1.3824 2.304 0.864 

1.900S 3.744 5.9904 1.8432 1.0944 1.2096 3.5712 2.9376 2.304 1.44 

2.4192 5.3568 3.6864 3.744 1.152 1.0944 2.1888 2.6496 4.32 2.7072 

2.88 4.2624 9.7344 4.2048 2.4192 1.6704 2.304 2.7072 0.9216 1.2672 

1.6704 3.5136 2.5344 1.9008 1.6704 2.8224 2.4192 2.304 1.9584 1.0944 

1.728 2.2464 6.2208 2.2464 2.2464 2.9952 3.1104 3.5136 3.3984 1.44 

3.0528 5.8176 8.4672 3.744 3.5712 3.6864 4.2048 3.8016 3.1104 2.304 

3.168 5.5296 3.6864 6.1632 2.88 3.456 5.8752 2.9376 2.1888 1.3248 



01300 
0200D 



EDC_ACCT USAGE_D/! 15 30 45 100 115 130 145 200 

1.23E+09 20140701 0.9216 0.3456 0.4608 0.576 1.152 0.9792 3.2832 2.304 

2.34E+09 20140701 0.9216 0.576 0.5184 0.4608 0.4032 0.6336 2.1888 5.5296 

3.45E+09 20140701 0.5184 0.6336 1.152 1.3248 2.1312 1.9008 2.88 3.744 

4.56E+09 20140701 0.8064 1.5552 1.9008 2.8224 2.3616 2.4192 3.1104 5.3568 

5.68E+09 20140701 1.8432 1.9008 2.0736 2.3616 2.8224 2.88 3.0528 4.2624 

6.79E+09 20140701 0.4608 0.6912 1.0368 1.2096 0.9792 1.6704 3.0528 3.5136 

7.9E+09 20140701 0.8064 1.152 0.9792 1.2096 1.2672 1.728 2.4768 2.2464 

8.91E+09 20140701 2.9952 2.7648 2.4192 3.1104 2.88 3.0528 3.3984 5.8176 

9.02E+09 20140701 2.5344 2.304 2.304 2.9376 3.1104 3.168 2.8224 5.5296 

This file represents one day within Daylight Savings Time using 15-minute increments in interval-ending format. 

EDC Account Number - Usage Date - then Usage for all intervals on that day 

For Fall DST - Add second set of intervals between 0100 and 0200 at the end. Will be null on all days except Fall 

For Spring DST - Columns for intervals covering hour-ending 0300 will also be null. 

Usage values will be signed negative for net generation. 

Filenaming convention: [EDC DUNS(+4)]_[EGS DUNS(+4)LP[Publication Date]_IU[Usage DateJJInterval Increm 
Example: the first PECO 15-minute file for usage delivery date of 9/2/2014 that corresponds to EGS DUNS "123 

007914468 1234567890123_P20140908_IU20140902JL5_01.zip 



215 230 245 300 315 330 345 400 415 430 

1.6704 1.728 4.032 1.8432 1.4976 1.6128 1.0944 1.4976 0.9792 1.3248 

3.1104 1.728 0.864 0.8064 1.728 1.152 1.3824 2.9952 1.3824 0.7488 

2.9376 5.9904 4.1472 1.8432 1.9584 1.0944 0.576 1.2096 6.336 3.5712 

5.7024 3.6864 4.032 3.744 3.0528 1.152 0.9216 1.0944 2.0736 2.1888 

7.0848 9.7344 6.8544 4.2048 2.1312 2.4192 2.016 1.6704 3.168 2.304 

1.9584 2.5344 4.2048 1.9008 2.1312 1.6704 1.44 2.8224 2.88 2.4192 

2.4192 6.2208 5.1264 2.2464 2.3616 2.2464 2.4768 2.9952 2.7648 3.1104 

6.1056 8.4672 4.3776 3.744 3.5712 3.5712 3.5136 3.6864 4.7232 4.2048 

4.32 3.6864 3.168 6.1632 3.1104 2.88 2.88 3.456 4.1472 5.8752 

DST day. 

entJJFile ##].zip 
-45-6789-0123", if published on 9/8/2014 



445 500 515 530 545 600 615 630 645 700 

1.4976 1.44 1.2672 1.2672 0.7488 0.6336 0.9216 0.3456 0.4608 0.576 

1.6128 1.3824 1.728 2.304 1.6704 0.864 0.9216 0.576 0.5184 0.4608 

3.168 2.9376 2.2464 2.304 2.7648 1.44 0.5184 0.6336 1.152 1.3248 

2.3616 2.6496 3.744 4.32 3.8016 2.7072 0.8064 1.5552 1.9008 2.8224 

2.3616 2.7072 1.9008 0.9216 1.6128 1.2672 1.8432 1.9008 2.0736 2.3616 

2.6496 2.304 2.5344 1.9584 1.2096 1.0944 0.4608 0.6912 1.0368 1.2096 

3.2256 3.5136 3.9744 3.3984 2.7648 1.44 0.8064 1.152 0.9792 1.2096 

4.2624 3.8016 3.6864 3.1104 2.7072 2.304 2.9952 2.7648 2.4192 3.1104 

3.6288 2.9376 2.5344 2.1888 2.592 1.3248 2.5344 2.304 2.304 2.9376 



715 730 745 800 815 830 845 900 915 930 

1.152 0.9792 3.2832 2.304 1.6704 1.728 4.032 1.8432 1.4976 1.6128 

0.4032 0.6336 2.1888 5.5296 3.1104 1.728 0.864 0.8064 1.728 1.152 

2.1312 1.9008 2.88 3.744 2.9376 5.9904 4.1472 1.8432 1.9584 1.0944 

2.3616 2.4192 3.1104 5.3568 5.7024 3.6864 4.032 3.744 3.0528 1.152 

2.8224 2.88 3.0528 4.2624 7.0848 9.7344 6.8544 4.2048 2.1312 2.4192 

0.9792 1.6704 3.0528 3.5136 1.9584 2.5344 4.2048 1.9008 2.1312 1.6704 

1.2672 1.728 2.4768 2.2464 2.4192 6.2208 5.1264 2.2464 2.3616 2.2464 

2.88 3.0528 3.3984 5.8176 6.1056 8.4672 4.3776 3.744 3.5712 3.5712 

3.1104 3.168 2.8224 5.5296 4.32 3.6864 3.168 6.1632 3.1104 2.88 



945 1000 1015 1030 1045 1100 1115 1130 1145 1200 

1.0944 1.4976 0.9792 1.3248 1.4976 1.44 1.2672 1.2672 0.7488 0.6336 

1.3824 2.9952 1.3824 0.7488 1.6128 1.3824 1.728 2.304 1.6704 0.864 

0.576 1.2096 6.336 3.5712 3.168 2.9376 2.2464 2.304 2.7648 1.44 

0.9216 1.0944 2.0736 2.1888 2.3616 2.6496 3.744 4.32 3.8016 2.7072 

2.016 1.6704 3.168 2.304 2.3616 2.7072 1.9008 0.9216 1.6128 1.2672 

1.44 2.8224 2.88 2.4192 2.6496 2.304 2.5344 1.9584 1.2096 1.0944 

2.4768 2.9952 2.7648 3.1104 3.2256 3.5136 3.9744 3.3984 2.7648 1.44 

3.5136 3.6864 4.7232 4.2048 4.2624 3.8016 3.6864 3.1104 2.7072 2.304 

2.88 3.456 4.1472 5.8752 3.6288 2.9376 2.5344 2.1888 2.592 1.3248 



1215 1230 1245 1300 1315 1330 1345 1400 1415 1430 

0.9216 0.3456 0.4608 0.576 1.152 0.9792 3.2832 2.304 1.6704 1.728 

0.9216 0.576 0.5184 0.4608 0.4032 0.6336 2.1888 5.5296 3.1104 1.728 

0.5184 0.6336 1.152 1.3248 2.1312 1.9008 2.88 3.744 2.9376 5.9904 

0.8064 1.5552 1.9008 2.8224 2.3616 2.4192 3.1104 5.3568 5.7024 3.6864 

1.8432 1.9008 2.0736 2.3616 2.8224 2.88 3.0528 4.2624 7.0848 9.7344 

0.4608 0.6912 1.0368 1.2096 0.9792 1.6704 3.0528 3.5136 1.9584 2.5344 

0.8064 1.152 0.9792 1.2096 1.2672 1.728 2.4768 2.2464 2.4192 6.2208 

2.9952 2.7648 2.4192 3.1104 2.88 3.0528 3.3984 5.8176 6.1056 8.4672 

2.5344 2.304 2.304 2.9376 3.1104 3.168 2.8224 5.5296 4.32 3.6864 



1445 1500 1515 1530 1545 1600 1615 1630 1645 1700 

4.032 1.8432 1.4976 1.6128 1.0944 1.4976 0.9792 1.3248 1.4976 1.44 

0.864 0.8064 1.728 1.152 1.3824 2.9952 1.3824 0.7488 1.6128 1.3824 

4:i472 1.8432 1.9584 1.0944 0.576 1.2096 6.336 3.5712 3.168 2.9376 

4.032 3.744 3.0528 1.152 0.9216 1.0944 2.0736 2.1888 2.3616 2.6496 

6.8544 4.2048 2.1312 2.4192 2.016 1.6704 3.168 2.304 2.3616 2.7072 

4.2048 1.9008 2.1312 1.6704 1.44 2.8224 2.88 2.4192 2.6496 2.304 

5.1264 2.2464 2.3616 2.2464 2.4768 2.9952 2.7648 3.1104 3.2256 3.5136 

4.3776 3.744 3.5712 3.5712 3.5136 3.6864 4.7232 4.2048 4.2624 3.8016 

3.168 6.1632 3.1104 2.88 2.88 3.456 4.1472 5.8752 3.6288 2.9376 



1715 1730 1745 1800 1815 1830 1845 1900 1915 1930 

1.2672 1.2672 0.7488 0.6336 0.9216 0.3456 0.4608 0.576 1.152 0.9792 

1.728 2.304 1.6704 0.864 0.9216 0.576 0.5184 0.4608 0.4032 0.6336 

2.2464 2.304 2.7648 1.44 0.5184 0.6336 1.152 1.3248 2.1312 1.9008 

3.744 4.32 3.8016 2.7072 0.8064 1.5552 1.9008 2.8224 2.3616 2.4192 

1.9008 0.9216 1.6128 1.2672 1.8432 1.9008 2.0736 2.3616 2.8224 2.88 

2.5344 1.9584 1.2096 1.0944 0.4608 0.6912 1.0368 1.2096 0.9792 1.6704 

3.9744 3.3984 2.7648 1.44 0.8064 1.152 0.9792 1.2096 1.2672 1.728 

3.6864 3.1104 2.7072 2.304 2.9952 2.7648 2.4192 3.1104 2.88 3.0528 

2.5344 2.1888 2.592 1.3248 2.5344 2.304 2.304 2.9376 3.1104 3.168 



1945 2000 2015 2030 2045 2100 2115 2130 2145 2200 

3.2832 2.304 1.6704 1.728 4.032 1.8432 1.4976 1.6128 1.0944 1.4976 

2.1888 5.5296 3.1104 1.728 0.864 0.8064 1.728 1.152 1.3824 2.9952 

2.88 3.744 2.9376 5.9904 4.1472 1.8432 1.9584 1.0944 0.576 1.2096 

3.1104 5.3568 5.7024 3.6864 4.032 3.744 3.0528 1.152 0.9216 1.0944 

3.0528 4.2624 7.0848 9.7344 6.8544 4.2048 2.1312 2.4192 2.016 1.6704 

3.0528 3.5136 1.9584 2.5344 4.2048 1.9008 2.1312 1.6704 1.44 2.8224 

2.4768 2.2464 2.4192 6.2208 5.1264 2.2464 2.3616 2.2464 2.4768 2.9952 

3.3984 5.8176 6.1056 8.4672 4.3776 3.744 3.5712 3.5712 3.5136 3.6864 

2.8224 5.5296 4.32 3.6864 3.168 6.1632 3.1104 2.88 2.88 3.456 



2215 2230 2245 2300 2315 2330 2345 2400 

0.9792 1.3248 1.4976 1.44 1.2672 1.2672 0.7488 0.6336 

1.3824 0.7488 1.6128 1.3824 1.728 2.304 1.6704 0.864 

6.336 3.5712 3.168 2.9376 2.2464 2.304 2.7648 1.44 

2.0736 2.1888 2.3616 2.6496 3.744 4.32 3.8016 2.7072 

3.168 2.304 2.3616 2.7072 1.9008 0.9216 1.6128 1.2672 

2.88 2.4192 2.6496 2.304 2.5344 1.9584 1.2096 1.0944 

2.7648 3.1104 3.2256 3.5136 3.9744 3.3984 2.7648 1.44 

4.7232 4.2048 4.2624 3.8016 3.6864 3.1104 2.7072 2.304 

4.1472 5.8752 3.6288 2.9376 2.5344 2.1888 2.592 1.3248 

0130D 



01450 0200D 



Page 1 of 1 

From: (610)7744507 
Debora A Parvel 
PPL Corporation 
2 N 9th Street 

Allentown, PA 18101 

Origin ID: ABEA FedJk'. 

J1512150203031* 

SHIP TO: (717)772-7777 

Rosmary Chiavetta 
PA Public Utilitiy Commission 
Commonwealth Keystone Budding 
400 North Street 
HARRISBURG, PA 17120 

BILL SENDER 

Ship Date: 23FEB15 
ActWgt 5.0 LB 
CAD:1056S4833/INET3610 

Delivery Address Bar Code 

Ref# S.Scheetz 2-2 
Invoice # 
PO# 
Dept# FEB 2 3 2015 

PA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 
SECRETARY'S BURFAII 

™«L 7729 6642 8158 
0201 | 

TUE-24 FEBAA 
STANDARD OVERNIGHT 

EN MDTA 
17120 

PA-US 

MDT 

537J2/D3CE(EE<B 

After printing this label: 
1. Use the 'Print' button on this page to print your label to your laser or Inkjet printer. 
2. Fold the printed page along the horizontal line. 
3. Place label in shipping pouch and affix it to your shipment so that the barcode portion of the label can be read and scanned. 

Warning: Use only the printed original label for shipping. Using a photocopy of this label for shipping purposes is fraudulent and could 
result in additional billing charges, along with the cancellation of your FedEx account number. 
Use of this system constitutes your agreement to the service conditions in the current FedEx Service Guide, available on 
fedex.com.FedEx will not be responsible for any claim in excess of $100 per package, whether the result of loss, damage, delay, non
delivery, misdelivery.or misinformation, unless you declare a higher value, pay an additional charge, document your actual loss and file 
a timely claim.Limitations found in the current FedEx Service Guide apply. Your right to recover from FedEx for any loss, including 
intrinsic value of the package, loss of sales, income interest, profit, attorney's fees, costs, and other forms of damage whether direct, 
incidental.consequential, or special is limited to the greater of $100 or the authorized declared value. Recovery cannot exceed actual 
documented loss. Maximum for items of extraordinary value is $1,000. e.g. jewelry, precious metals, negotiable instruments and other 
items listed in our ServieeGuide. Written claims must be filed within strict time limits, see current FedEx Service Guide. 

https://www.fedex.com/shipping/html/en/PrintIFrame.html 2/23/2015 


